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Introduction Prisons, Playgrounds and Parliaments McShit? The sun never sets on the golden arches. These gleaming symbols of the iconic fast food giant, McDonalds, can be found scattered across the surface of the earth. They seem to have spread even further than the standards of ancient Rome, the cross of Christianity, or the flag of imperial Britain. McDonalds is so ubiquitous that the filmmaker Morgan Spurlock found that most children had difficulty recognising the United States President and Jesus Christ, but they could instantly recognise Ronald McDonald. In the course of becoming the corporate power that it is today, McDonalds has transformed people’s lives around the world in a way that emperors and governments have only dreamed of (Schlosser, 2002). It has swept away thousands of small businesses throughout the world and replaced them with chain stores. It has applied the standardised techniques of mass manufacture to the job of cooking food and serving people. It has systematically rolled back the rights of workers. It has hastened the introduction of monoculture factory farming. It has made fatty fast food a staple diet for millions of people. It has aided the rapid decline in people’s ability to prepare even the most basic food for themselves. It has even changed the shape of our bodies by encouraging obesity throughout Western nations. These huge changes that McDonalds and other fast food restaurants have heralded reveal the kind of power that lies in the hands of the largest corporations. They have the power to change the landscape of business, the way we work, the way we eat, and the way we live. Staring into the face of such an all-encompassing power might produce a sense of concern, disgust, or even bitter outrage.



Such obvious bitterness would sit uneasily in the stomach of the listless customer as he waits for his drive-thru Mac attack. He might stare forlornly across the car park into the suburban wasteland. Safely ensconced in his automobile he might imagine Ronald being crucified on his own sickly yellow cross. He might laugh to himself as he fantasises about the pimply teenagers who work the grills, mocking the once happy clown as he writhes in agony atop the arches. But our cynical consumer knows that these are just flights of fancy. He shakes these follies from his poor head and focuses on the one thing that he knows is real – the delicious burger in his chubby hand. Inside the ‘restaurant’, the same kind of resigned cynicism plays on the mind of the migrant teenager as she flips what seems like the millionth burger patty of the day. This bored employee can’t help thinking of the thousands of calories she is pumping into the greedy gullets of angry children. That cheesy manager with his ‘motivational’ slogans and plastic team talk certainly make our McWorker even more irate! She realises that she simply has to accept this monotony and degradation if she wants to keep her job. But a small smile comes to her face when she thinks about the ‘McShit’ tee-shirt that she is secretly wearing under her uniform.



Engaging in cynical flights of fancy and guerrilla tee-shirt wearing is not the only way that people have dealt with the bitterness they feel towards the golden arches. Many have turned their personal disquiet into action. In some cases this has involved individual consumer choices. Many consumers have pledged to avoid the golden arches at all costs. Some have began personal crusades against fast food. The obese Californian, Steve Vaught, undertook an epic walk across the United States in an effort to shake his fast food lifestyle. Countless others across the globe have engaged in more collective forms of protest. This includes residents in towns such as Torquay,



Australia, who have fought a prolonged battle to keep McDonalds out of their community, protest groups like ‘Super Size My Pay’ in Auckland, New Zealand, who have sought to improve the working conditions in McDonalds, activists such as Helen Steele and Dave Morris in London who fought a gruelling legal battle to prove infringements on the part of McDonalds, and health campaigners who have tirelessly pointed out the devastating consequences of fast food over-consumption.



As long as these protests remained small and relatively disconnected, McDonalds was largely able to ignore them. However, the mass pressure that built up over the course of the last few years has raised the issues of health, the environment, urban planning and worker rights to the forefront in debates around McDonalds and other large multinationals. Indeed, even mainstream discussions about McDonalds long-term future now routinely refer to the increasing consumer disquiet dogging the organization. There has even been some indication that McDonalds may be the target of a wave of lawsuits similar to those faced by the tobacco industry. In some parts of the world McDonalds is in major decline. Senior executives are naturally worried. The grandees of the corporation have begun to take these threats seriously. They have withdrawn their super-size options, changed their ingredients (introducing free range eggs for instance), transformed their menu and introduced a range of more ‘healthy’ options, put a stop to some of the more brazen attempts to ‘educate’ children about the benefits of McDonalds, redesigned their restaurants to look more like post-modern inner city cafés, and in some cases improved worker conditions. They have even begun to shift their investment into ‘healthier’ food businesses like the British sandwich shop chain, Pret a Manger. Taken together, these changes represent a



significant shift in corporate strategy which can largely be attributed to the millions of acts of protest across the globe.



Struggle for the Corporation The saga of McDonalds reminds us that the largest organizations have astounding power over our working lives, our consumption patterns, our bodies, the economy and our very way of life. The story also reminds us that the power of large corporations is far from unchecked. Any organization like McDonalds faces a thousand swarming refusals ranging from the disgruntled employee who mocks their officious boss to the social movement that unveils corporate misdemeanours in the international media. At the very heart of organizational life is the ongoing struggle between those in the corporation who seek to wheedle power and those who seek to resist and perhaps destroy this power. It is this struggle that gives organizations a sense of vitality and a life giving political pulse. It is this struggle that is the topic of this book.



Those studying modern workplaces have long realised just how important struggle is in organizational life. There is a large and prodigious body of research on workplace politics examining how people gain, lose and disrupt power in organizations.¹ Underlying this broad and complex discussion are three broad images of what power looks like in work organization. Perhaps the most wide spread image is the prison. If we take even the most cursory glance at the research on workplace power and politics we find ourselves in a world of ‘iron cages’, ‘cells’, ‘guards’, ‘wardens’, ‘panopticons’, and ‘imprisonment’ (e.g., Weber, 1947; Foucault, 1977; DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). The message is clear: when we enter an organization we intern ourselves and give away the freedoms enjoyed in the rest of lives. We allow cretinoid



managers to tell us what to say and when we can move our bowels. We adhere to a strict set of rules (both written and unwritten) that govern what we do and how we think. We accept the micro-monitoring of everything from our keystrokes to our attitude. And what is even more surprising – millions of us accept these mind numbing and spirit crushing regimes every day – and are often grateful for it. This image of the corporation as a prison has inspired countless studies of the ways people are controlled in and around organizations. Some typical forms of control include threats of violence, direct commands, the provision of incentives, technical systems, rules and regulations, group norms and various forms of ideology associated with corporate culture. Even the most ‘free’ workplaces such as youthful ‘creative’ companies have been shown to be replete with mechanisms of control (Ross, 2004). If we follow this line of argument, it is hard not to reach the conclusion that we live in a universal prison of organizational domination, from which escape is very difficult.



The view that we live in a universal prison of corporate control is certainly an important wakeup call to those who dream that the modern organization is the royal road to freedom. However, it does paint a rather pessimistic picture, a world of total corporate domination that would not be out of place in 1984 or The Matrix. Confronted with such a bleak dystopia, it is easy to nihilistically resign oneself to keep your head below the trenches, enjoy what the system has to offer and accept that we are doomed to be prisoners of the corporation for the rest of our days. But such a wholehearted acceptance of corporate power takes the system far too seriously. It misses the many opportunities for misbehaviour and outright rebellion that are right under our noses. The recognition that organizations are in fact awash with various ‘escape attempts’ has led to the promotion of a second image: the corporation as



playground. As a counter measure to the pessimistic image outlined above, much research now focuses on worker resistance that pokes fun at the corporation. This type of subversion includes practical jokes, ironic repartee, mating rituals on company time, wilful rule breaking, farting in front of a team leader, game playing, theft, sabotage, and now even corporate ‘culture jamming’ (Kane, 2004). These every day acts of rebellion remind us that like any large institution, the corporation creates a huge vacuum for challenging its existence from within. Indeed, those studying resistance have shown how organizations are consistently under attack from nearly every possible angle imaginable. Shareholders, senior managers, middle managers, shop floor employees, customers, and stakeholders undermine and challenge the corporation in their own transgressive ways. If we cast a playful glance at what actually happens in the daily behaviour in and around organizations, we are struck by the fact that it might actually be better described as organizational misbehaviour (Ackroyd and Thompson, 1999). Some have gone so far as to suggest that if everyone soberly followed the rules legislated by managers, the machine would rapidly grind to a halt. It is only through this systematic misbehaviour, playfulness and rule-breaking that the corporation is able to continue functioning in a workable fashion (Bensman and Gerver, 1963).



The idea that the corporation is a playground gives us hope. It reminds us of the potential spaces of freedom possible in even the most oppressive corporate environments. However, over-emphasizing the potential playfulness of corporate life runs the danger of ignoring the fact that despite our everyday challenges, systems of control and domination continue to whir on. By only focusing on play, we begin to lose sight of the more profound political processes that fundamentally shape our



organizational lives. Indeed, we miss how the space in which we play is made possible and even encouraged by the very forms of domination we seek to escape. Ultimately, by concentrating on jocular acts of subversion we ignore the more profound political processes that make up organizations. In order to account for these processes, we would like to suggest a third guiding image for the study of politics and power in the workplace – the organization as a parliament. A parliament is an arena where actors ‘struggle’ to have their voices heard as the latent conflicts of the social well-up. We hope that this image draws the reader’s attention to how the ‘prison’ of corporate power is inextricably interlocked with the ‘play’ of resistance. Power only functions to the extent that it struggles with some form of resistance and transgression. Indeed, following a lasting insight of Michel Foucault (1980), power only works insofar as people do not completely follow its demands. Conversely, resistance only has an impact insofar as it wields a degree of power (no matter how miniscule).



When we approach politics as an ongoing interplay of struggle, we are not led to either surrender to the power of the corporate prison or wile away our days in selfindulgent play (or heterotopia as the case may be today [Hjorth, 2005]). Rather, we recognise that we are always implicated in an ongoing struggle to establish a particular kind of organization. Precisely because this is a struggle, the results are away precarious and open to challenge, compromise and reversal. There is always the possibility of asserting another form of organizing in face of the status quo. There is always the possibility that the organization elites currently enjoy will be torn asunder and replaced. When we approach organizational politics as struggle, we can begin to deconstruct the dualism of power and resistance, and focus on their interplay and



mutual constitution. At this level, power and resistance begin to blur. Moreover, we suggest that the issue of struggle is at the heart of some of the keenest concerns we experience in the workplace: what are we struggling for, how do we engage in struggle and where are our struggles best placed? It is these questions we aim to address in this book.



The Structure of the Book This book was written with four intentions. First, we hope to provide the reader new to the area with an introduction to the political dynamics of organizational life. Second, the book aims to provide an exploration of some of the most important forms of struggle that characterise contemporary organizations today. We now live in the age of the cynical knowledge worker, the gay office activist, the MBA who cannot face re-entering the ranks of the corporate dead-zone, the high-tech union organizer and theories of social justice that are only now catching up with the new social movements challenging corporate power. Third, we aim to contribute to current theories of workplace power and resistance by introducing the concept of struggle. We do this by adapting recent theoretical advances developed in the work of Slavoj Žižek, Peter Sloterdijk, Ernesto Laclau, Nancy Fraser, and Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri among others. And finally, we hope that this work is a step towards building a genuinely critical social theory that takes us well beyond the cul-de-sac of post-modernism, a project that certainly began with a genuinely radical spark, but has subsequently matured into a veiled apologetic for the status quo.



In order to achieve these rather ambitious and admittedly daunting goals, we have organized the following nine chapters into three sections. The first section of the book



outlines our theoretical framework. Chapter One provides an overview of the literature on power in organizations. We argue that power has been conceptualized in four ways; as coercion, manipulation, domination and subjectification. Instead of privileging one ‘face’ of power over another, we suggest that each represents a dimension that is of equal importance in organizational life. In Chapter Two, we consider the different theories of resistance that have been discussed in organization theory. Paralleling the four faces of power, we identify four ways of thinking about resistance in the workplace – as refusal, voice, escape and creation. Chapter Three proposes that power and resistance are underpinned by a deeper dynamic that we call ‘struggle’. This chapter works through the political philosophy of struggle, and applies it to the politics of organizational life.



The second part of the book examines various forms of resentful struggle that currently mark contemporary workplaces, especially in this age of high risk, cynical disappointment and low-trust. In Chapter Four, we focus on struggles around identity. We investigate how employees frequently engage in ‘cynical distancing’ as part of their struggles against empowerment, cultural controls and other forms of identity management that are currently en vogue. Chapter Five considers struggles around sexuality in the workplace. Drawing on a case study of a call-centre, we argue that sexuality is not necessarily a space of liberation, but an object of ongoing contestation. Chapter Six examines struggles around space and place in the same call centre. We unpack what we consider to be a fascinating contest over how the space of work is defined, controlled and resisted in organizations. We suggest that the division between work and private life is especially pertinent in this struggle.



The third part of the book moves away from resentment and identity politics to those forms of struggle that are overt, organized and collective. Chapter Seven discusses struggles around corporate language and the discourse of globalization. In particular, we examine the collective action undertaken by social movements protesting the commercialization of a public broadcaster in the name of gobalization. In Chapter Eight we propose that the question of justice underpins many forms of organizational struggle. In order to make this argument, we demonstrate how the campaigns of three prominent social movements (port workers, gays and shareholder rights campaigners) were all driven by strong and well articulated social justice claims. In Chapter Nine we discuss struggles for commonality. Drawing on recent political philosophy and the empirical studies outlined in the book, we consider how organizational struggle appears to create social connections and common causes whereby specific concerns are linked to broader, society-wide narratives regarding justice, equality, and fairness.



Because this book is aimed at a number of different readers, we think that it should be read in different ways. For those who are relatively new to the field, we suggest beginning with the first and second chapters. They provide an introduction and overview of the current literature on power and resistance. These chapters should equip you to deal with the key debates and problems that are subsequently addressed in the remainder of the book. For more advanced readers who are interested in our theory of struggle, we suggest you begin with Chapter Three. It provides an in-depth outline of our particular theoretical approach. For those who are more interested in our empirical work on this topic, we suggest you look at Chapters Four to Eight. Each of these chapters are built around empirical case studies that examine how struggle unfolds in contemporary organizations. Finally, readers interested in practical



strategies of collective struggle, Chapters Seven to Nine are suggestive for both reformist and radical struggles in today’s work organizations.



Chapter One Faces of Power in Organizations Power springs up whenever people get together and act in concert (Arendt, 1970: 44).



Whenever we gather to undertake a task in common, power appears. This is because we all have different ideas about how even the most mundane and simple task should be accomplished. Just think about how difficult it is to get a handful of people to agree upon a common time and place to meet. Our experience of co-ordinating a meeting of friends would lead us to expect no-shows, dissent, frustration, absolute uproar and even revolt. If such a simple task is tenuous, imagine co-ordinating hundreds or thousands of people in contemporary organizations. Interestingly enough, however, much mainstream organization theory views organizations as places where thousands of diligent souls work contentiously towards a commonly accepted goal. If political squabbles appear, then this is the fault of a power hungry manager, a few deviant subordinates or an organization that is in terminal decline. In this otherwise perfect world, good people in good organizations do not engage in politics. They just work towards the common good. But is organizational life really like this?



The wide spread assumption that organizations are groups of people working together to achieve a common goal is naive. All the evidence suggests that though we work together at times, we also frequently work against each other (e.g., Pfeffer, 1981; 1992). Indeed, there is rarely lasting agreement or understanding about what the ‘common goal’ we desire actually is. Instead there is contention around how people should labour, how the benefits should be distributed and how the products of our



efforts are consumed. To be blunt, organizations are endemic sites of power and politics.



In this chapter we will argue that organizations have become one of the most important sites of power and politics in contemporary societies. This is because many of the decisions about the allocation of vital resources we all depend upon are increasingly decided within the walls of large private, public and non-profit corporations (Wolin, 2004). Who has access to life-saving drugs, for example, is often determined during meetings between faceless government bureaucrats and representatives of large multinational pharmaceutical companies. The fate of a river is decided during a boardroom squabble in a large energy company. The jobs of thousands of workers hang in the balance of negotiations between a few business people. These common occurrences remind us that decisions shaping our worlds and livelihoods are often not publicly debated during a sitting of the local council, the national parliament or the United Nations. Rather, these decisions are made in the plush meeting rooms of a few private corporations. Some commentators even suggest that the multinational corporation in particular has over-taken the state as the most important site of politics today (Crouch, 2004).



What do we mean by the word ‘power’? The concept has a long and complex intellectual history and understanding how it works has been an ongoing concern in the field of political philosophy for many years. Within this field we can identify two broad traditions. On the one hand we have the great normative tradition that attempts to establish the most rational way of organizing power in a society. Some famous contributors to normative political philosophy include Plato’s Republic, Saint



Augustine’s City of God, Rousseau’s Social Contract, and more recently Rawl’s A Theory of Justice.1 A second tradition of research eschews normative judgements. Inspired by Machiavelli, this approach considers the question of how power ought to be organized a hopelessly utopian one that will always fall short of proposed ideals. Instead, the question is how does power actually operate? How do people gain and maintain power within the real politick of social relations? Machiavelli’s book, The Prince, sets out to answer these questions by developing what some consider the first realist analysis of power. Indeed:



It appears to me more appropriate to follow up the real truth of a matter than the imagination of it; for many have pictured republics and principalities which in fact have never been known or seen, because how one lives is so far distant from how one ought to live, that he who neglects what is done for what ought to be done, sooner effects his ruin than his preservation (Machiavelli, 1515/1997: Chapter 15)



What remains so interesting and perhaps shocking about Machiavelli’s work is that he rejects normative niceties to stare into the bloody abyss of power in operation. Machiavelli inspired a host of 20th Century social scientists who wanted to move beyond idealistic celebrations of participative democracy and identify who exactly held power in their communities. C. Wright Mills (1956), for example, argued that American cities were controlled by a small ‘power elite’ made up of a handful of individuals and families with close networks. According to Mills, this power elite controlled most of the important institutions including businesses, the judiciary, the local government and public administration. This argument prompted the lively ‘community power debate’. The result was what some have identified as four distinct ‘faces’ of power.2 The first face of power is coercion and involves one individual



getting another to follow their orders. The second face involves the manipulation of agendas through ‘behind the scenes’ politicking. The third face of power is domination over the preferences and opinions of participants. The fourth face entails subjectification whereby actors are constituted as subjects with certain understandings of themselves and the world around them.



We suggest that each face of power reveals different aspects of domination and politics in organizations. Each face has distinct answers to what power is, how it operates and how it is maintained in organizations. Moreover, exploring each face of power will provide us with a more precise and thorough way of thinking about the struggles that arise when we ‘act in concert’, a topic explored in the following two chapters.



Power as Coercion When you walk into your manager’s office some familiar sights are evident: the large desk made of dark wood; a sizable space with views over the city; an Italian leather office chair. You squelch into one of the smaller seats opposite the boss. As you try to relax your boss begins running through your current tasks. When he comes to the end of this monologue he says, ‘oh yes, there is another small project I would like you to do’. Your heart sinks. You know this project will be particularly tedious and that it is not within your official remit. You also know that your boss will be angry if you say no. In fact, this may jeopardise your future progress within the organization. After accepting the project, you leave resenting him and the additional work you will inevitably do.



This vignette illustrates the most obvious face of power – direct coercion. This kind of power involves someone getting another person to do something that they otherwise would not have done. They are simply told what to do ‘or else’. This example illustrates Robert Dahl’s (1957: 203) understanding of power as “A has power over B to the extent that he (sic) can get B to do something B would otherwise not do”.3 This definition identifies some central aspects of power as coercion. First we notice that power is causal – A is causing B to do something like write a report. Second, Dahl views power as episodic, as something involving actual and observable behavioural episodes. That is, there is a definitive behaviour of A asking B to do something which can be observed if we are in the right place at the right time. Finally, according to Dahl, power is situational. That is, an actor may have power in some situations and spheres, but not in others. In the vignette above, we may accept our boss’s request on a matter relating to a work task, but not when it comes to re-decorating our bedroom or the content of our diet.



What is it that allows A to make B do something that they otherwise would not do? In other words, what is the ‘basis of power’? (French and Raven, 1968). Most obviously, perhaps A is simply a ‘powerful’ person. A might have the physical strength to threaten others, manifest through displays of brute force and stand-over tactics (Cannetti, 1962).4 This draws our attention to the signifiers of physical threat that continue to haunt the contemporary organization such as the business suit, which is designed to broaden the shoulders and make the wearer appear more muscular. As well as physical power, it is possible to claim that an individual’s power is a product of their psychological make-up. We all know individuals who revel in politics and seem to actively seek out opportunities and positions that allow them to shape the



behaviours of others. According to some psychologists, these individuals have specific personality types. For instance, a study of US presidents shows they tend to be charismatic figures and have a high need for recognition and affiliation (House, Spangler and Woycke, 1991).



Physical strength or physiological constitution alone do not make an individual powerful. If an individual with unusual physical strength attempts to threaten individuals in a company, they would probably be dismissed for bullying. If that same individual found himself or herself in a management position of a sweatshop, such tactics may be accepted as inevitable (Ong, 1987). It is something about an individual’s social position that makes them powerful. Max Weber (1957) argued that an actor in formal bureaucracy gains their power from the office they hold.5 Their office has power by virtue of rational and written rules that gives the office holder the right to coerce others below them. Most importantly, these powers are limited to certain tasks and rules, just as an on-duty police officer may ask for my name and address, but cannot when off-duty.



However, many studies of power in organizations have noted that the power of some actors exceeds the ‘legitimate authority’ guaranteed by their position. The possession of crucial skills is often an important reason for this. In a classic study of two United States Airforce (USAF) wings, James Thompson (1956) found that the director of operations had a great deal more power than the squadron commander, despite the fact that the commander was officially superior. This was because the skills possessed by the operations director and his unit were vital to the functioning of the organization (keeping the planes safely in the air). Indeed, the operations director was far more



important to the workflow of the organization and had more contact with senior management than the commander. These findings were developed by Mechanic’s (1962) analysis of power and the possession of scarce and critical expertise. He argued that critical expertise allowed even lowly organizational members (such as prisoners) to wield significant power.



Another important source of coercive power is the ability to cope with uncertainty. Crozier’s (1964) study of power dynamics in a French Tobacco manufacturer illustrates this point. Because the company enjoyed a monopoly over the sale of tobacco in France, it had a relatively stable market and environment. They did not, for instance, face the prospect of a lithe new competitor entering the market with a better offer. The only source of real uncertainty came from the machinery that periodically malfunctioned. Because they alone could deal with this uncertainty, maintenance engineers gained significant power within organization. This power allowed them to shape decisions at the top of the hierarchy, including removing senior staff. Actors are also able to coerce others when they possess critical resources that the organization depends upon. This insight largely emerged from Jeff Pfeffer and his colleagues’ study of resource allocation in universities (Pfeffer and Salanick, 1974; Salanick and Pfeffer, 1974; Pfeffer and Moore, 1980). They set out to ask which departments were powerful at the University of Illinois. They found that those departments with access to the most critical resources (in this case national research grants) were considered by colleagues in other departments to be the most powerful. Resource rich departments also had access to the most powerful positions in the organization such as membership on important university boards. They were also able to garner additional resources within the organization such as grants for summer internships and internal



research grants. The lesson is that those already rich in power and resources tend to get richer (Pfeffer, 1992).



Approaching power as coercion reveals three interesting dimensions of organizational politics. Power involves direct political acts and observable behaviours. The key political manoeuvre at this level entails gauging how much power an actor can wield and what form it might take. The second dimension concerns resistance and how power overcomes it through punishment and sanctions. The final dimension this perspective reveals is that power increases via certain mechanisms. Power is augmented through acquiring scarce resources, developing critical skills and/or collecting critical information (Pfeffer, 1992). But thinking about power as coercion is not without its problems. Does power only operate through overt and observable acts? This behavioural view may blind us to the more subtle exercises of power that take place ‘behind the scenes’ (Bachrach and Baratz, 1962). Moreover, the coercion approach tends to view power as something held by a bureaucratic office or authority (e.g., Crozier, 1972). Very few questions are asked about aspects of power implicit in the broader system associated with managerial and shareholder capitalism. And finally, a coercive approach to power generally focuses on the intended consequences of control. Many of the unintended consequences of power are not recognised (Bachrach and Baratz, 1962; Wrong, 1968). For instance, a managerial decision may aim to force employees to work harder, but also impact on their family and private lives.



Power as Manipulation You have been working in an engineering lab on a new engine for quite some time. After some reading, you come across a new technology used in Brazil. Following more investigation and some minor tests you discover this new improvement will reduce carbon emissions significantly. You are excited – this is precisely the kind of discovery that motivated you to become an engineer. But on the way home you begin to seriously consider whether this will actually appeal to senior management? Will they give you the resources you require? Consulting a few colleagues, you come to the conclusion that reducing emissions is really a non-starter in this company. Fuel hungry North American engines are the order of the day. It would be very difficult to get the necessary funding to take your innovation forward and you would feel uncomfortable even broaching the new design. With some sadness you decide to shelve the idea for another day.



In this short scenario we find an example of a kind of politics that the study of coercive power cannot capture. There is no direct exercise of coercion here. Instead there is an implicit shaping of issues considered important or irrelevant. This manipulation of issues and non-issues is ‘the second face of power’. In a series of seminal articles, Bachrach and Baratz (1963) argue that power is not only manifested through direct decisions but also non-decisions. This is “the practice of limiting the scope of actual decision making to ‘safe’ issues by manipulating the dominant community values, myths, and political institutions and procedures” (Bachrach and Baratz, 1963: 632). While coercive politics involves the direct exercise of power and attempts to increase one’s power bases, manipulative politics is the attempt to either fit one’s activities within the boundaries of what is deemed to be normal or acceptable



by elite groups or challenge and contest these boundaries. For instance, those who are hoping to have an innovation accepted within an organization or market are advised to cloak propositions in acceptable garb so that it does not threaten the interests of the dominant coalition (Kelley, 1976). Studies of health care professionals show that in order to cope with new auditing procedures, which threaten their professional autonomy, they develop surface compliance to these new rules while continuing their normal routine of activities (McGivern, 2005). Similarly, in a study of a building site, Clegg (1975) identified how building contractors would use ambiguities in blueprints to transform ‘objective’ criteria to support their ‘subjective’ interests. In each of these cases, effort is targeted at changing the background rules of the game, rather than exercising power through direct behaviour.



In organizations, this type of power can involve three processes. The first is the anticipation of results. This is where actors foresee future acts of power and thus comply with what they assume are the wishes of the powerful. It has been shown, for example, that the continued exercise of domination over individuals will result in feelings of powerlessness and personal worthlessness (Gouldner, 1970). Others may feel resignation in the face of domination and raise issues that question the directives of authority. It was noted in a study of strategic change efforts in three Australian organizations that employees were resigned to the vicious downsizing exercises (Connel and Waring, 2002). In a more pronounced case we find that repeated exposure of working class people to brute exercises of power results in a sense of powerlessness and in some cases lack of self-worth (Sennett and Cobb, 1977).



A second process associated with manipulation is the mobilization of bias. Here, some topics are organized into decision-making activities while others are organized out. In an investigation of the escalation of the American military involvement in Vietnam, it was found that scenarios not fitting the ‘domino theory’ (if Vietnam was taken by the communist forces, then the rest of Asia would fall) were systematically organized out of the decision-making system (Alexander, 1979). Similarly, during the decision about the site for a new airport in London, those options that were not located in the North or North-east were discounted. Similar results have been found in the acceptance of innovations within firms. In particular, innovations will only be accepted if they are perceived to be relatively conservative and fit into the organizational elite’s existing value system (Hage and Dewar, 1973; Kelley, 1976). The manipulation of bias allows options not complying with the wishes of dominant groups to be dismissed from the deliberation process.



The final organizational process whereby some issues are rendered non-decisions is institutionalized rule and norm-making. Often issues are simply prevented from arising because they contradict entrenched and taken-for-granted rules and specifications (Selznick, 1949). For instance, women’s access to managerial roles is frequently blocked by ‘value free’ rules around issues like working hours, transfer policies and lack of childcare. Because these rules were designed to favour men as managers, women find it difficult, if not impossible to fit with them (Kanter, 1977; Ashford, Rothbard, Piderit and Dutton, 1998). Without a direct and conspicuous exercise of power, women were still disqualified from holding certain positions within the workplace. This form of power results in perfectly viable propositions and



possibilities (e.g., women managers) being excluded when they do not comply with entrenched rules and norms.



While the manipulation approach to power extends our understandings far beyond coercion, some critics suggest that studies of manipulation are problematic since assumptions about power are difficult to falsify and not logically or empirically supported (Merelman, 1968). Since studies of manipulation move away from directly observable behaviours, it becomes a topic that is difficult to research empirically (Wolfinger, 1971). In contrast, Lukes (1974/2005) argues that Bachrach and Baratz (1962, 1963) do not go far enough. He has three problems with the manipulation thesis. Not only does it continue an undue focus on individual behaviour (ignoring broader structural processes related to capitalism), it assumes that the absence of grievance is synonymous with the absence of conflict. This blinds us to the processes that structure our very desires so that we may not even want to articulate a grievance. Lukes’ critique calls for a far broader conception of power that considers the domination of our preferences.



Power as Domination As you walk out onto the street, you realize just how late it is. You can’t believe that you have been at work for so long. Although you are hungry, you should be used to this by now. Most days you spend twelve hours in the office, with only a fading tourist photograph of an Indian village to remind you of what it was like to be carefree. But this is what the job requires and you freely choose to work in this firm. There isn’t anyone holding a gun to your head, is there? But long hours have their drawbacks. You very rarely get to socialize with friends. You need a few stiff



whiskeys to get to sleep, and there really is no time to meet someone you could spend the rest of your life with. Even though you might want a family, you know that it is impossible. Anyway, you have made the decision. You’re out to achieve big things, and this requires a few small sacrifices.



This vignette is all too familiar for thousands of workers (Sennett, 1998, 2006). It is a story where there seems to be power at work, but it is not the kind of overt coercion identified by Dahl or the manipulation identified by Bachrach and Baratz. Rather, this dimension of power shapes of our very preferences, attitudes and political outlook. This ‘third dimension of power’ discussed by Lukes (1974/2005) is domination. In his short, but highly influential book, he defines domination as “the ability to bring about significant outcomes” which “will be present whenever it furthers, or does not harm, the interests of the powerful and bares negatively on the interests of those subject to it” (Lukes, 1974/2005: 86). This provides a far broader conception of what organizational power relations might involve. First, it demonstrates how some issues are legitimised while others are not even imagined. Second, it draws attention to not only existing or manifest conflict, but also potential or latent conflict. This reminds us that perhaps one of the most insidious ways that politics operates is by ensuring that conflict does not arise in the first place. Finally, Lukes argued that power involves situations where even though individuals may freely make a decision, their interests are being betrayed. We come to prefer acting in a manner that is anathema to our objective interests. Indeed,



Is it not the supreme and most insidious exercise of power to prevent people, to whatever degree, from having grievances by shaping their perceptions, cognitions and



preferences in such a way that they accept their role in the existing order of things, either because they can see or imagine no alternative to it, or because they see it as natural and unchangeable, or because they value it as divinely ordained and beneficial (Lukes, 1974/2005: 24)



This approach to organizational power relations assumes that decision-making (and non decision-making) “is not the most important exercise of organizational power. Instead, this power is most strategically deployed in the design and imposition of paradigmatic frameworks within the very meaning of such actions as ‘making decisions’ is defined” (Brown, 1978: 376). But how does this occur? Clegg’s study of a building site focuses on the domination of forms of life. Although the bulk of the study focuses on interpretation and negotiation of rules, he notes that all these negotiations are determined by the single criteria of profit. On the building site there is “the iconic domination of a form of life in which the ideal of profitability is King Harvest – it must be reaped” (Clegg, 1975: 155-6). In later work, Clegg (1979, 1981; Clegg and Dunkerley, 1980) significantly expands his conception of domination by identifying the basic and unquestioned ground rules that actors refer back to as their bedrock reality. Indeed, Clegg provides an impressive body of work that expands our understanding of how domination operates through shaping ways of life via the broader social structures of capitalism.



Others have focused more specifically on the role of ideology in producing preferences and wants antithetical too our interests (Ranson, Hinings and Greenwood, 1980). Ideology often works through patterns of corporate communication such as widely told narratives and stories. For instance, Mumby (1987) demonstrates how a



famous story of a security guard (who would not let the chairman of IBM through a security door because he did not have the correct pass) is an important instance of ideology. Perhaps one of the major manifestations of ideology in contemporary corporations is the dominance of technical rationality. Drawing on a radical Weberian tradition, technical rationality is defined as a reductive and single-minded focus on the efficient achievement of a given end (Habermas, 1971). Technical rationality is perhaps one of the most dominant criteria that infuse contemporary organizations (Alvesson, 1987). It largely works by reducing even the most challenging political matters to considerations of efficiency. Moreover, the dominance of technical rationality often favours the interests of those who are in positions of control and often works to the detriment of subordinates. Perhaps the best illustration of the dangers of technical rationality is Bauman’s (1991) study of the organization of the Holocaust. The dominance of modern technical rationality, among a number of other factors, played a central role in allowing millions of Jews to be systematically slaughtered. Jackall’s (1988) study of the highly instrumental approach to ethics of middle managers also demonstrates this point. The ideology of technical rationality structures personal ethics in such a manner that they acted in ways that they would never have done outside of their corporations.



The ‘third face’ of power may also operate through cognitive schemas that legitimate certain views while de-legitimating others to the extent that they may never be considered. As Neo-Institutional theory argues, this largely happens when a particular ‘collective rationality’ spreads throughout an organizational field. As they spread, patterns of legitimation make certain models, actions, ways of behaving and power relationships become normal and obvious. This locks actors into thinking about their



behaviour in a certain way that rapidly becomes an ‘iron cage’ (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). Patterns of legitimation diffuse through a process called ‘cognitive isomorphism’ whereby organizational actors copy recipes and scripts from other actors in their field (Meyer and Rowan, 1977). An organization will adopt these recipes and scripts not because they are technically efficient or particularly effective (sometimes they might be the very opposite), but because they are considered to be the most appropriate. For example, a classic analysis of CEOs in America’s largest corporations found that as models of corporate strategy spread, organizations increasingly favoured the recruitment of CEOs with a certain background (Fligstein, 1987). For instance, from 1959 until 1979, many CEOs of American companies had a finance background. Such a background was considered legitimate when expansion through unrelated mergers and acquisitions was the most acceptable way of doing business in an industry.



Studying power as ideational domination invites us to consider how a regime is established as taken-for-granted, normal and natural. Here, conflict does not arise because we are so immersed in a certain world view that we see nothing wrong or illegitimate with it. While this approach makes a significant contribution to the study of organizational power, it has not been immune to a range of criticisms. Are there objective interests that can be hidden from us through ideological mystification? Clegg (1989) argues that we should be weary of the notion of objective interests because it ignores how interests are divergent within groups and are politically contingent. It also assumes that academic investigators can identify what these real interests are and distinguish them from the fake or distorted ones. Moreover, this version of power views it as something that constrains, represses and prohibits. This



approach downplays the ‘productive’ aspects of power. Thus we miss the active and dynamic ways in which the ‘powerless’ are engaged in the reproduction of their own subjugation (Barbalet, 1985; Knights and Willmott, 1989). And finally, this approach focuses only on how power is exercised over agents by a single sovereign centre (Clegg, 1989). It thus misses aspects of power that are diffused through a number of fragmented relationships. To address these blind-spots, a ‘fourth face of power’ might be considered (Digeser, 1992; Hardy and Liba-Sullivan, 1998).



Power as Subjectification You know that in order to get the job you want you are going to have to work hard while you are at university. Of course, this involves applying yourself to course work and projects. However, the really important thing seems to be crafting yourself into the kind of young dynamic professional that big businesses are after. To do this you think you might join a few clubs, take a few summer positions at reputable companies and hone your image. The motivation books you have been reading remind you that really believing in yourself will help you to achieve your goals. And they are right! You know that when the time comes you will have to show the recruiters that you are the dynamic professional that they are looking for.



The kind of power in the world of this aspiring university student is strange. They do not seem to be oppressed in the way described by those studying power as domination. Instead we find an actor who exuberantly grasps hold of his or her own destiny. Such determined self-direction is typical of many modern exercises of power where subordinates (workers, students, patients) are merely asked to be themselves (Fleming and Sturdy, 2006). This is the ‘fourth face of power’ and it involves a



process of subjectification. Here, the focus is not on decision-making and non decision-making, or the ideological suppression of conflict, but the constitution of the very person who makes decisions. The wide-ranging work of Michel Foucault has been influential here. According to Foucault, power is achieved through defining conditions of possibility underlying how we experience ourselves as people. Power therefore produces the kinds of people we feel we naturally are. As he famously argued, “power produces; it produces reality; it produces domains of objects and rituals of truth. The individual and knowledge that may be gained of him belong to this production” (Foucault, 1977: 194). That is to say, systems of power actively produce the kinds of statements that can appear, the interests of political actors and the desires they might hold. These productive relations of power are embodied in a whole set of micro-political techniques that are distributed throughout society via forms of knowledge. These are generally made up of bodies of arcane expertise (such as medicine), associated institutional forms (such as the clinic), and a whole range of practical techniques (such as procedures for operating). The result is that power “reaches into the very grain of individuals, touches their bodies and inserts itself into their actions and attitudes, their discourses, learning processes and everyday lives” (Foucault, 1980: 39). These micro-modalities of power do not flow from a sovereign society-wide centre of domination. Rather they involve a fragmented network of small-scale relations of force.



Initial studies of organization inspired by Foucault’s work focused on the various technologies of power/knowledge through which voluntary compliance is obtained. These systems of control are based on codified knowledge that creates disciplinary effects. Discipline may be defined as “a configuration of power inserted as a way of



thinking, acting and instituting. The disciplined member of the organization wants on his or her own what the corporation wants” (Deetz, 1992a: 42). Human Resource Management (HRM), for example, has been approached from this perspective (Townley, 1993a). The discipline of HRM establishes divisions within groups of employees through enclosure, the portioning of individual identifiable units, and the ranking of employees. HRM also instigates the micro-monitoring of employee behaviour. The broad result is that employees come to internalize the discourse of HRM and enforce it upon themselves (Townley, 1993b). Studies of accountancy have yielded similar results by demonstrating how accountancy emerged as an important disciplinary control system (Hoskin and Macve, 1986). It was propagated through elite education institutions like the West-Point military academy and implemented during large-scale industrial projects such as the American Rail-Roads (Hoskin and Macve, 1988). As a social technology, accounting systems, backed by managerial force, constructs calculable subjects and renders them more amenable to the business of capital accumulation.



Many studies of subjectification have focused on how organizations produce certain types of subjectivity and personhood (Knights and Willmott, 1989). Power is examined as “a medium of relations in which subjectivity, as a complex, contradictory, shifting experience, is produced, transformed or reproduced through the social practices within which such power is exercised” (Knights and Willmott, 1989: 541). Subjectification has been most notably identified in discourses of corporate strategy. Strategy has been shown to involve a set of power/knowledge relations that appeared at a particular historical juncture, providing employees with a secure sense of self as strategising agents (Knights and Morgan, 1991). When they take on this



mantel of the ‘strategising self’, employees begin to think of themselves as calculative and future oriented agents. Studies of total quality management show a similar process whereby the various discourses and practices associated with TQM are subjectively absorbed by workers on a production line, shaping how they think about themselves and their colleagues (Sewell and Wilkinson, 1992). Important here is the internalization of surveillance, so that employees monitor themselves and peers. As a result, “the constant scrutiny of a panopticon gaze which penetrates right to the very core of each member’s subjectivity creates a climate where self-management is assured” (Sewell and Wilkinson, 1992: 284). Hollway’s (1991) study of personnel management reflects similar findings, showing the individualized employee is created. The study shows notable shifts in the construction of the worker during industrialism. During the dominance of scientific management, personnel management constructed employees as ‘economically motivated’ agents, whereas with the rise of the human relations movement, the employee was understood as the ‘sentimental worker’. Each of these new modes of subjectification fundamentally transformed personnel management practices as well as the very identity of employees (also see Jacques, 1996).



More recent studies have demonstrated a relationship between dominant discourses and subjectification. Here, discourse is defined as “the structured collection of texts embodied in the practices of talking and writing (as well as a wide variety of visual representation and cultural artifacts) that bring organizationally related objects into being as these texts are produced, disseminated and consumed” (Grant, Hardy, Oswick and Putnam, 2004: 3, also see Hardy and Phillips, 1998). Some studies have demonstrated how discourses of workplace equity policies shape what is possible and



impossible for employees to reveal regarding gender issues within the workplace (Garnsey and Rees, 1996; Dick and Cassell, 2001). Similarly, service work deploys a discourse of consumer care that slowly infiltrates employee identity (Sturdy, 1998). The culture of the customer (Du Gay and Salaman, 1993) has been linked to broader trends concerned with managing culture – as a discourse that encourages committed, loyal and dedicated employees, it targets the very identities of the workforce and aims to have them emotionally and psychologically attached to the firm (Casey, 1995, 1996; Barker, 1993). In his study of self-managing teams, Barker (1993) revealed how subjectification constructed employees into agents who were hard working, resourceful and reliable. This type of power infused workers’ entire sense of self, and was thus difficult if not impossible to escape through conventional forms of resistance.



The final mechanism of subjectification we are concerned with is governmentality. Governmentality involves “the conduct of conduct: A form of activity aiming to shape, guide or affect the conduct of some person or persons” (Gordon, 1991: 2). This ultimately entails a process of self-government whereby external exercises of power are not required because individuals control themselves through auto-monitoring behaviour (Burchell, Gordon and Miller, 1991; Dean, 1999). An excellent illustration of governmentality in organizations can be found in research on cultures of enterprise and the enterprising self (Du Gay, 1996). This research shows how the culture of enterprise, which came to prominence during the 1980s in the United Kingdom, saw even basic employment being scripted in the rhetoric of enterprise. Many individuals began to engage in calculating behaviour whereby they would reflect on how they could expand their portfolio of skills and ‘become more entrepreneurial’. Similar



processes were identified in Rose’s (1990) study of the human relations school, which brought to the fore techniques emphasising self-actualisation subjects. Each of these studies reveals a so-called ‘liberal regimes of control’ whereby the aim is to generate a sense of freedom and self-determination, ensuring that the subject freely chooses goals that advantage the powerful.



The study of subjectification has certainly extended our understanding of power to include the most microscopic aspects of organizational life. Instead of only focusing on large-scale structures and ideologies or contentious processes of decision and non decision-making, our attention is drawn to the fine-gained networks in which active participation in power relations is achieved. But this kind of analysis has a number of evident shortcomings. Some have argued that studies of subjectification place far too much emphasis on the all-encompassing nature of ‘micro-physical’ operations of power and thus downplay agency and freedom. This effectively ignores how agents of subjectification often actively use, play with and undermine dominant discourses and disciplines (Newton, 1998, 1999; Ackroyd and Thompson, 1999). While this claim is certainly not applicable to all accounts of subjectification (also see Wray-Bliss, 2002), it does highlight the missing account of resistance in some studies of subjectification. Another criticism of the ‘fourth face of power’ concerns the obsession with micropractices of control. This view of the organization underestimates the continuing influence of wider structural relations of force linked to capitalism, the nation state, kinship and so on (Reed, 1998, 2004). Perhaps more seriously, the Foucauldian tradition has little truck with normative claims associated with emancipation, or at least how power might be used otherwise. Ultimately, by making power absolutely immanent and technical, all aspects of social life are reduced to micro-exercises of



social engineering. There is little room for reflections about a future emancipatory freedom in this cold vision of organization.



Conclusion In an oft-quoted passage, Charles Perrow (1972) reminds us, “organizations must be seen as tools ... A tool is something you can get something done with. It is a resource if you control it. It gives power others do not have. Organizations are multipurpose tools for shaping the world as one wishes it to be shaped. They provide the means for imposing one’s definition of the proper affairs of men (sic) upon other men” (1972: 14). Organizations are indeed powerful entities. We scarcely need to be reminded how they help to multiply the power of its individual actors many fold. They build cathedrals and fly across continents, which we would have attributed to giants or gods in the past. These unearthly powers arise from the fact that organizations are systems that allow us to act in concert. Indeed, Hannah Arendt (1958, 1970) argues that if power is anything, it is the product of human collective endeavour, and it follows that we should only expect power and politics to spring forth from our organizational endeavours.



In this chapter we have traced through the various forms of power that are involved in the process of organizing. We have seen that there are at least four major dimensions or faces of power in work organizations. The first and most obvious face is coercive power. This involves making decisions and directly enforcing them upon others. The second face of power is the manipulation of issues through sorting important topics from non-important ones. This involves the anticipation of results, the mobilization of bias, and institutionalised procedures that systematically exclude some topics from



political discourse. The third face of power consists of domination so that actors’ very political preferences get shaped in a way that is counter to their own interests. The fourth and final dimension of power is subjectification, which produces voluntary compliance in subjects of power by moulding them into certain types of people. In the next two chapters, we will develop these ‘faces’ of power by concentrating on the question of resistance. Then we synthesize our understandings of power and resistance by outlining the concept of struggle in Chapter Three. The notion of struggle, we hope, will integrate the most useful features of the frameworks discussed above and provide a more plausible understanding of power and resistance intersect in contemporary workplaces.



Chapter Two Faces of Resistance at Work If my manager insults me again, I will be assaulting him After I fuck the manager up, then I’ll shorten the register up (Kanye West, Spaceship)



Any analysis of power in the context of modern organizations must also be sensitive to the many ways in which it is resisted. Resistance can take various forms in the context of complex workplaces, some of which may not be obvious. For example, imagine an IT employee who is asked to work overtime in the evening for a month, a demand that directly conflicts with family life. This is a classic articulation of power in which the company extends the working day and in doing so encroaches more and more on the lives of its employees. The employee may gleefully agree to the request, and put her family life aside in order to impress superiors. On the other-hand, she may simply refuse with recourse to the authority of the local union. This resistance may evoke a more forceful use of power by her superiors. The employee may then comply begrudgingly, expressing her resistance in less blatant ways such as sabotage, workto-rule, and cynical distancing. On the other hand, she may simply quit and find employment elsewhere. This scenario hits upon some rather complex issues around the question of workplace resistance. If the employee continues to work, but is secretly cynical, is this cynicism to be considered a form of resistance? Does resistance have to be behavioural in order to be effective? In this example, family life is the motivator for resistance. Does resistance always have to have a clear-cut rationale in order to be expressed? Why do workers resist in the first place? If workers are not resisting then does that mean they are consenting to relations of power? Can workers both resist and comply at the same time?



This chapter will explore the current views regarding these questions and build upon the analysis of power in the previous chapter. It will be recalled that four ‘faces’ of organizational power were identified. These are coercion, manipulation, domination and subjectification. In this chapter, we will suggest that each face of power points to a corresponding dimension of resistance. They are resistance as refusal, voice, escape and creation. Each instance of resistance can be identified in the above example. Refusal is the blocking of power by simply saying no. Voice is the attempt to gain legitimate representation within the realm of legitimate power relations, such as the use of a union authority. Escape is the distancing of ones’ self from the realities of power via cynicism, irony and humour. And creation is the confounding of subjugation by crafting an alternative identity. Our IT worker subverted the companysponsored identity of the all-hours worker by constructing herself as a family committed mother, wife, etc. These four categories may be present in the same sequence of resistant activities, or may be articulated individually. We feel that each category of resistance is useful for elucidating the political economy of working life that so many find themselves embroiled today. The exploration of them in this chapter will serve as a platform from which we will develop the concept of ‘struggle’ for analyzing the power/resistance nexus in the next chapter.



Conceptualizing Resistance Resistance is one of those tricky concepts that is difficult to define in any unequivocal manner and therefore we must proceed with a number of precautions. First, worker resistance does not really exist ‘out there’ in a position of positive facticity but is necessarily an abstraction that we have invented in order to make sense of certain organizational practices and behaviours. In many cases those doing the resisting may



not cogently articulate to themselves, “we are now resisting”. As Edwards, Collinson and Della Rocca (1995) point out, there will be situations where employees do not consciously define themselves as resistant but a closer examination may reveal aspects of organizational subversion. Conversely, employees might volubly define their activities as oppositional but may in fact be compelled by other intentions. Second, as a construct, the term resistance obviously draws inspiration from the ‘Newtonian’ theorem regarding the interactions of large moving bodies in classical physics: every motive force can be neutralised by an equal and opposite force. This metaphor involves assumptions about the ways in which power, domination and opposition intersect. And third, we must keep in mind the shifting and evolving nature of the concept in organization studies. It does not really have a single meaning but is a contingent signifier that is evoked now and then to represent certain behaviours. The meaning of resistance has undergone a series of re-evaluations, making one single definition not only unfeasible, but also undesirable given the importance of theoretical fluidity in contemporary organizational analysis. Moreover, because of the multiple and specific nature of the phenomenon, broad, catchall generalisations of resistance may be clumsy and sometimes misleading.



Having said that, definitions of resistance we find in the critical organization studies literature look something like these: “a reactive process where agents embedded in power relations actively oppose initiatives by other agents” (Jermier, Knights and Nord, 1994: 9); “a wide range of behaviour – from failure to work very hard or conscientiously, through not working at all, deliberate output restriction, practical joking, pilferage, sabotage and sexual misconduct” (Ackroyd and Thompson, 1999: 12); “any individual or small group act intended to mitigate claims by management on



workers or to advance workers claims against management” (Hodson, 1995: 80, quoted in Edwards et al., 1995); David Collinson makes an extended statement:



Workplace resistance may seek to challenge, disrupt or invert prevailing assumptions, discourses and power relations. It can take multiple material and symbolic forms, and its strength, influence and intensity are likely to be variable and to shift over time…resistance constitutes a form of power exercised by subordinates in the workplace (Collinson, 1994: 49).



Or, in a Japanese context, Dorinne Kondo comments:



Resistance can take the form of various overt or covert acts, from outright strikes and rebellion to less obvious strategies such as socialising new workers to the intricacies of the piece-rate system, to practices creating sense of solidarity among women, such as their efforts to ‘humanise the workplace’ by holding baby showers… (Kondo, 1990: 223).



While some of these definitions are so broad that they include even the most banal and mundane act as a form of resistance, we can tease out a few points of commonality that may be helpful. Common in these definitions and descriptions is the idea that resistance represents a particular relationship with power, one that does not simply repeat or reiterate its discursive logic but blocks it, challenges it, re-configures it or subverts it in a way not intended by that power and which has ‘favourable’ effects for subordinates. How favourable is defined will depend upon the political



context in which those who resist are embedded (i.e., it may not look favourable to other insiders or an outside observer). If power in the workplace involves a set of rules and influences that attempt to determine the co-ordinates of work behaviour and subjectivity, then resistance is an act that disrupts this process in favour of those who are being dominated. In the lexicon of resistance we see adjectives like challenge, question and criticise dovetail with nouns such as discontent, oppression, disadvantage and injustice. Given the emancipatory values informing the scholarly tradition of critical research, the power that is resisted is usually assumed to be somehow ‘dominant’ and the subjects who resist either symbolically, economically or structurally subordinate such as women, workers, indigenous peoples, ethnic minorities, etc. This is not a simple matter of delineating the ‘goodies’ from the ‘baddies’ but closely inspecting the often intersecting and contradictory relations of domination that make up particular systems of power and resistance.



If resistance involves a relationship with power that does not simply repeat its demands apropos behavioural and subjective directives, then the forms it takes will be diverse. A survey of the present literature, much of which we shall discuss below, reveals that the concept of resistance has typically been classified by way of certain sociological dualisms: organized and unorganized, formal and informal, and individual and collective.¹ These dualisms unfortunately miss important elements of commonality that blur some of these distinctions. For example, identity-based forms of opposition may be present at both the individual and collective level. Unorganized forms of resentment and dissent may shore up organized forms of resistance, and so on. Ackroyd and Thompson (1999) offer a more sophisticated framework that defines resistance or ‘organizational misbehaviour’ as acts that appropriate specific elements



of the organization. Subordinates may appropriate time, work, products and identity when they misbehave. Our reading of the literature focuses less on what the employee ‘takes’ from the organization and more on what the dissatisfied do. We suggest that each face of power discussed in Chapter One corresponds with an expression of resistance associated with refusal, voice, escape and creation.



Resistance as Refusal As mentioned earlier the first face of power involves A coercing the actions of B, thereby making B do something (or be someone as the case may be in the context of today’s identity-based controls) that they would not have otherwise done. This geography of power involves a singular economy between individuals or groups in which A is in a position to direct the actions of B. As French and Raven’s (1968) adaptation of this analytic argues, the source of this power may derive from legitimate authority, expertise, economic monopoly and so-forth. B’s refusal to do what A tells him/her to do represents the classic image of resistance. The aim is to block the effects of power by undermining the flow of domination rather than change it. By its very nature therefore, refusal is generally a visible strategy of resistance because B is put under the spotlight when they do not follow the commands of a superior, the edicts of a bureaucratic apparatus or the cultural rules of a corporate culture programme. In this sense, refusal is a risky aspect with which all forms of resistance tarry because it activates the eye of authority, and may result in either compromise or further punitive sanctions.



In the beginning, every act of refusal is a form of passive resistance because it responds to a demand or directive of power by simple non-compliance. There are, of course, degrees of action within this general rubric of passivity. For example, a common response to a change programme in organizations is to rhetorically support the process during the obligatory worker-management meetings and then continue as one has always worked. B refuses the directives of A by not directing their behaviour in the way that A desires. The power of A does not necessarily involve orders demanding a change in behaviour. It may simply involve structures that support an already established status quo such as a bureaucratic procedure or a wage-labour relationship between temp-workers and management. Refusal to comply with the status quo may involve not going along with it by choosing a different course of action, such as strike action. While this action still involves a moment of passivity in which one does not comply with ‘the way things are done’ it then evolves into a more active articulation of refusal. The initial refusal, if visible and openly communicated to those most likely to object, will trigger a response from superordinates. How B replies to this response from A will determine whether we can call the refusal active or passive. Passive refusal means continuing to behave as one does when he/she refused in the first place. Active refusal may involve an escalation of opposition in which it is A’s response that is then targeted by the resistance.



Many accounts of refusal in the workplace derive from a classic Marxist approach and highlight overt attempts to subvert capitalism. The broader perspective from which these accounts of refusal are developed is anything but homogenous and uniform, and it is therefore difficult to summarize in any cursory fashion. However, some general themes are identifiable. Marx argued in his early writings that class struggle and



revolution were fundamental features of all hitherto human history. The division of society into those who control economic resources and those who depend on them for survival was an inherently antagonistic one and often the fulcrum of historical change. With the overturning of feudalism and the emergence of capitalism, a new class system developed around the commodity, wage-labour and the private ownership of the means of production (technology, capital, materials, etc.). In The Communist Manifesto (1843), Marx and Engels argued that capitalist society is increasingly divided into two camps: the bourgeoisie who legally own the means of production and the impoverished proletariat who only have their labour power to sell at an exploitative rate. Resistance manifests in the proletariat’s refusal to accept or perpetuate their own subordination in the capitalist system. As research has demonstrated, this refusal may take the form of strikes (Hyman, 1972), go-slows, theft (Mars, 1982) and sabotage (Dubois, 1979). While early writers in the Marxian tradition viewed revolutionary change (towards a socialist society) as the final goal of all acts of resistance, second generation theorists such as the Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci (1929-1935/1971) revealed the ways in which resistant groups such as unions, workers associations and so-forth may incorporate workers more profoundly in the capitalist social order. Unions, for example, fight for higher wages and improved working conditions, which reproduce rather than undermine the fundamental assumptions of capitalism. This is still a refusal of capitalism, but only of the harsher elements of this particular way of organizing work. As Friedman (1977) put it, “the most powerful forms of resistance are double-edged swords. In challenging only aspects or symptoms of capitalist social relations, they allow the possibility for capitalism to accommodate such challenges by offering concessions and by co-opting



institutions which were intended to marshal worker solidarity…” (Friedman, 1977: 5455).



Pivotal in the Marxist perspective is an appreciation of the dynamic that is created between management and labour when workers refuse to obey. In his classic historical study, Richard Edwards (1979) traced the historical dialectic of control and resistance as it unfolded in US industry. Under capitalism, the “workplace becomes a battleground, as employers attempt to extract the maximum effort from workers and workers necessarily resist their bosses impositions” (Edwards, 1979: 13, emphasis added). He argued that capitalist control of the labour process is automatically met with refusal, which then forces managers to develop better modes of control. That is to say, worker resistance engendered by a dominant mode of control sets off a new search for methods of controlling the labour process. Throughout the history of American industry Edwards has identified a number of these ‘structures of control’. First was simple control where workers were governed personally by a supervisor through direct orders, violence and similar techniques. This mode of control failed because personal supervisors proved no match for the newly unionised labour force. This led to the development of technical control where the machines regulated the nature and speed of work. Insurrections and increasing worker knowledge of work tasks led to the development of bureaucratic modes of control, which relied upon a programme of formal rules and career paths to direct the activities of large numbers of workers in the burgeoning corporate enterprises of the 1960s and 1970s.



Refusal, then, is the dimension of resistance concerned with blocking power. Although it is perhaps most commonly understood from a Marxist perspective in the literature, resistance as refusal is not necessarily exhausted under this theoretical rubric. For example, what Thompson and Ackroyd (1999) call ‘sex games’ is not motivated by classic class politics, but the refusal to treat the work environment as a hyper-rationalized zone. With the de-sexualization of organizations following the industrial revolution and bureaucratic rationalization of the work sphere (Burrell, 1984), sexual acts assumes a form of transgression that undermines the libidinal economy of capitalism (see Chapter Five). In the context of high-commitment organizations, refusal might also take place in the misty realms of subjectivity and psychic identifications. As Fleming and Sewell (2002) argue in relation to disidentification in commitment-based human resource models, subjective refusal to buy into the corporate culture has practical effects insofar as it thwarts a key aspect of the employment contract – the managerial demand to assume the subject position of the happily managed.



Resistance as Voice Resistance may not only aim to block power, but also gain access to power in order to express voice via the legitimate organs of domination. We can recall that the second face of power operated through non-participation whereby subordinates are excluded from the means of decision-making authority. An important dimension of resistance appears to correspond with this particular face of power in that it seeks to gain access to the flows of domination in order to participate in the decisions that affect them. Voice may mean a number of things in this context. As studies of the October Revolution in Russia demonstrate, the most radical way of expressing voice is to



supplant and replace those in authority with an alternative set of organizational principles (Zizek, 2004). All forms of revolution aim to undermine the hegemony of a class or elite by establishing an alternative voice in its place. This will usually involve a significant revision of the power hierarchy – not simply a changing of the guard. A less radical, but perhaps more common way in which voice is expressed as resistance is to let one be heard by those in power in order to change particular aspects of power relations in favour of those being affected by them. Organizing a woman’s group in order to voice grievances about sexual harassment or discrimination might be an example of this type of voice. Trade unionism too, involves an important element of resistance through voice within the institutional parameters of the organization. The rise of social movements outside of the workplace – the ‘right to be lazy’ or antiglobalization movements – is also an example of voice being mobilized to impact upon the decision makers in offices of authority. Less obviously, some forms of resistance through voice may not be overt, identifiable and organized. Sporadic sabotage, for example, sends a clear signal to authorities that all are not happy with the organization (Brown, 1977). But this type of voice is unlikely to gain legitimacy in the organization or seriously affect the imbalance of power that derives from nonparticipation (unless, of course, it becomes an organized campaign).



As we shall argue in Chapter Nine, in order to speak to power and achieve participation in an organizational structure that has eschewed wider involvement, a space must be either utilized or created whereby one’s voice is heard. There are many ways in which this space can be formed. In Western societies, for example, the public sphere still offers a relatively legitimate space to engage in criticism of company policy or managerial initiatives. A public sphere is a realm that is structurally



removed from the means-end logic of the economy on the one hand and the modern state on the other hand (Arendt, 1958). The public sphere can, of course, take different forms including the European coffee houses of the enlightenment, the public square, the newspaper, the broadcast media and now the digital media (Habermas, 1991). In order for such a space to be meaningful, people must also be empowered to legitimately appear, part of which involves having enough dignity to do so. Indeed, for Sen (1985) one of the central preconditions for a political actor is “being unashamed to appear in public” (Sen, 1985: 15). In practical terms this means imparting sufficient recognition to actors so they can confidently participate in the public sphere without fear of persecution (Honneth, 1995). The speaker must be recognized as a free fellow actor who has something important and relevant to say. A contemporary example of this space is the growth of independent regulatory watchdog institutions that provide support for whistle-blowing activities. This gives organizational members access to the media in order to raise public attention about wrongdoing within a company. Another type of ‘public appearance’ that is not likely to be sanctioned by managers is protesting in public spaces or within the media. Picketing outside an animal-experimentation laboratory or creating a subversive website regarding one’s organization are good examples. Organizational members may also challenge significant authorities to appear in public. Public relations officers are now well versed in this activity.



Space for resistant voices may also be created through alternative organizational structures. Labour organizations such as trade unions and, at the broader level, the International Labor Organization (Aronowitz and Gautley, 2003) use the power of numbers to voice grievances about working conditions, pay, etc. The ability of unions



to give a voice to workers is demonstrated in David Collinson’s (1994) study of a woman’s resistance against gender discrimination in an office environment. In this case, an employee due for promotion announced to her superiors that she was pregnant. She was later passed-over for the promotion, with a less qualified candidate being offered the position instead. While the company had a well articulated equal opportunities policy, it was clear to the employee that she did not get the promotion because she was about to take maternity leave. As Collinson (1994) suggests, “Jane might have decided to resist by her full entitlement of statutory maternity leave and then resigning from the company”. Jane could have also remained with the company and begrudgingly accepted the decision. Instead, she went to her union representative, who then discussed the issue with management. Jane’s supervisors applied pressure in order to stop the action, even arranging a very early morning meeting knowing full well that Jane’s morning sickness would impair her participation. An important part of the union’s strategy was gathering knowledge from management about their selection criteria. Eventually, the union recommended a submission to the Equal Opportunities Commission, which was pre-empted by the Jane’s supervisors instantly promoting her. In this case, the union provided a persistent, rational and informed voice for Jane.



While unions have traditionally been the prime organizational form for providing workers with a voice, new forms of collectivity are now emerging outside of the classical union framework. For example, new social movements such as the antiglobalization collectives now enable some voice for the disgruntled employee, consumer and citizen. These groups have been important for widening the politics of organization to include the environment, immigration, consumerism and Third World



relief. Gaining inspiration from books like Klein’s (2000) No Logo and Hardt and Negri’s (2000) Empire, protests in Melbourne, Genoa, Seattle, Prague and Davos, to name but a few, were swiftly organized in an informal manner, creating a convincing counter-narrative



regarding



the



inimical



effects



of



international



business.



Underground associations like Ya Basta and tute bianche (white overalls) protested at international business meetings such as the World Trade Organization, the G8 and the World Economic Forum in order to gain maximum media exposure. In some countries, these informal networks have developed into de facto political parties. Examples include the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia [FARC] and the Ejército de Liberación Nacional [ELN] guerrilla forces in Columbia, which are opposed to transnational oil and mining companies. Other groups are more fluid and network based such as the Zapatista Front of National Liberation in Chiapas (EZLN), Mexico and Ken Wiwa’s Mossop movement in Nigeria. The Zapatistas are a diffuse network of disenfranchized indigenous groups in the Chiapas district (including the Tzeltal, Mam, Chol, Zoque and Tojolobal peoples). Their expressed aim is to create what they call ‘democratic room’ in order to facilitate struggles against land privatization, transnational agribusiness and the machinations of the North American Free Trade Agreement.² Resistance as Escape We can recall that the third face of was what Lukes (1974/2005) associated with the domination of preferences so that we pursue goals antithetical to our objective interests. To paraphrase one of Lukes’ most famous statements, is not the most profound form of power that which obscures an actors best interests from themselves? Preferences may be layered upon the subject in a manner that simply reproduces their position of subordination. The mechanics of this reproduction operates in a variety of



ways; employees might be exhorted to think of the company first rather than themselves. The hierarchy that consolidates the split between those who manage and the managed may be ‘naturalized’ so that it comes to be seen as inevitable and immutable. Regimes of paternalism and commitment may have employees identify with the company so that they come to enjoy their powerlessness. An important stream of research has demonstrated how it is not only positive sentiments (e.g., commitment, loyalty, dedication, consent, etc) that can blind actors from their true subordinate position. Certain negative sentiments associated with dissent and resistance may also do this. What Cohen and Taylor (1992) call escape attempts are those strategies used to mentally disengage from the world of work. In the context of working-class counter-cultures, for example, commentators have pointed to cynicism, scepticism and dis-identification as common avenues of escape. Such escape attempts may unwittingly function as a ‘safety valve’ (Brown, 1987; Rodriques and Collinson, 1995) or ‘ideology’ (Fleming and Spicer, 2003) that preserves rather than subverts the status quo. This is because it allows workers to let off steam in a manner that does not necessarily harm existing regimes of power.



This interpretation of resistance (especially escape attempts via cynicism, scepticism and irony) has its origins in a stream of research that identifies the functional elements of conflict (Piccone, 1978; Burawoy, 1979). Employee cynicism in the context of culture management and high-commitment discourse has been highlighted as a key example of reproductive resistance. Gideon Kunda’s Engineering Culture (1992) gives an ethnographic account of employees escaping managerial discourse of commitment through cynicism. Cynicism was a way of keeping the insidious culture from impinging upon the ego, a manoeuvre Kunda calls ‘cognitive distancing’. He



explains: “Cognitive distancing – disputing popular ideological formulations – is manifested when one suggests that one is ‘wise’ to what is ‘really’ going on. Being ‘wise’ implies that despite behaviours and expressions indicating identification, one is fully cognizant of their underlying meaning, and thus free of control: autonomous enough to know what is going on and dignified enough to express that knowledge” (Kunda, 1992: 178).



Building on Kunda (1992), Willmott (1993) argues that although corporate culture may capture the subjectivities of many employees, some are inevitably cynical. Willmott evokes Berger and Luckmann’s (1966) concept of ‘cool alternation’ to explain this response where individuals subjectively distance themselves from the roles they play. He then extends Kunda’s (1992) findings to describe how such a mode of cynical dis-identification can actually incorporate workers into the relations of power they seek to escape (and thereby operate in an ideological fashion). Cynicism at Tech allowed employees to resist seduction by the corporate culture but,



…a less obvious and perverse effect of playing the game of cool alternation was an undermining or numbing of a capacity directly to criticise or resist the cultural logic. Why so? Because the very possibility of engaging in the playful ironicizing of the Culture was interpreted as evidence of Tech’s commitment to openness, freedom of expression, etc. (Willmott, 1993: 537).



According to Willmott, that there exists a possibility to be cynical about the culture is something that is perceived by employees as a sign of the company’s partial dedication to freedom. It is this partiality that consequently forestalls any initiative to



organize more effective forms of opposition on the part of employees. Employees subsequently become trapped in a “vicious circle of cynicism and dependence” (Willmott, 1993: 518) that disarmed them of any ability to challenge the existing power structure. Collinson (1992, 1994) develops Willis’ (1977) study of ‘the lads’ by focusing on male manual workers in a British lorry-manufacturing firm called ‘Slavs.’ The shopfloor workers were very cynical towards the new emphasis on ‘communication’ and ‘teamwork’ because the contradiction between the saccharine rhetoric and their actual second-class status within the firm was too great. Like Willis’ ‘lads’, the workers developed a counter-culture that overtly celebrated manual labour and masculinity (getting their hands dirty) and cynically derided managerial work as effeminate and below them. The outcome of this type of resistance, however, also had a sinister and self-defeating aspect. Indeed, Collinson uses the phrase ‘resistance through distance’ to describe cynicism because it resulted in workers voluntarily disengaging from the management process (perhaps the real seat of power) and thus perpetuating the very conditions that they were resisting. The counter-identity of masculinity appeared to rely upon a fundamental denial of the more concrete and practical aspects of managerial power at Slavs.



Cynicism here was not seen as real opposition because it could not practically challenge the distribution of resources, management’s right to manage or asymmetrical decision-making processes. Cynicism and other kinds of subjective opposition consequently are “unlikely to be effective forms of resistance given the disciplinary processes that characterise contemporary organizations” (Collinson, 1994: 51). For sure, opposing management in this manner appeared to represent a corrosive resistant attitude that “significantly limited worker’s otherwise radical



oppositional practices…” (Collinson, 1994: 33). A similar reading of worker cynicism can be found in Du Gay and Salaman’s (1992) analysis of enterprise. In pointing out the supposed lack of meaningful resistance to strategies of enterprise culture in the organizations they studied, it is argued that:



Certainly the discourse of enterprise appears to have no serious rivals today…even if people do not take enterprise seriously, even if they keep a certain cynical distance from its claims, they are still reproducing it through their involvement in everyday practices within which enterprise is inscribed (du Gay and Salaman, 1992: 630).



This argument is developed from Slavoj Žižek’s fascinating description of what he calls the ideology of cynicism: “cynical distance is just one way to blind ourselves to the structuring power of ideological fantasy: even if we do not take things seriously, even if we keep an ironical distance, we are still doing them” (Žižek, 1989: 32 emphasis original). Du Gay and Salaman (1992) similarly insist that even though we may negatively distance ourselves from the dictates of enterprise culture the real measure of organizational resistance is in how we act. If we merely criticise organizational power relationships and then proceed to go through the motions then nothing has really changed. In fact, if anything we are duped by our cynical expressions because we gain an erroneous and illusory sense of self that suppresses rather than facilitates insurrectional activity.



This analysis of resistance as escape is convincing in a number of regards. We mentally dis-identify with our prescribed social role yet still perform it and are thus blind to the material nature of power. But it has recently become a target of criticism



itself (see Fleming and Sewell, 2002; Fleming and Spicer, 2003). It tends to privilege traditional conflict as the only standard by which to judge the efficacy or legitimacy of resistance. Indeed, as the term ‘escape’ implies, when we ironically dis-identify with the organization we are not really changing anything – but what does change mean in this context? More recent research on identity, subjectivity and subjugation has broadened the parameters of resistant activity and analysed its political status in the context of contemporary work forms. This problem in relation to cynical resistance is very germane in today’s organizations that entice workers with culture management and empowerment, and will be explored in more depth in Chapter Four.



Resistance as Creation The fourth face of power explored in Chapter One related to the Foucauldian motif of subjectification in which actors become attached to an identity that is the very product of relations of domination (Foucault, 1979, 1980). Power operates by constituting identities and individualities in a manner that is productive to the maintenance of certain organizational imperatives (consent, commitment, innovation, creativity, subordination, etc.). As Knights and Willmott (1989) pointed out, this understanding of power is markedly different to the Marxian approach in that it does not use economic structures to read off underlying interests. Indeed, interests are the very product of power, although this point continues to be an issue of debate (see Clegg, 1989; Eagleton, 1991). For many commentators, the Foucauldian concern with identity, ethics and care of the self marked a major departure from more traditional approaches that treated resistance as a synonym for ‘industrial struggle’. Resistance no longer had to conform to the industrial image of overt, organized and confrontational action (Kondo, 1990; Bennett, 1998). For some, Foucault allows us to



think about resistance in new and broader ways that do not rest solely upon the nomenclature of dialectics, true interests and overt antagonism (Knights and McCabe, 2000; Thomas and Davies, 2005; Mumby, 2005). Because power is increasingly mobilised at the often imperceptible level of subjectivity, self and the ethical body in non-absolutist states, it is also here that an ambiguous site of various practices of subversion and escape attempts appears. Indeed, Foucault argued that resistance “against the submission of subjectivity – is becoming more and more important, even though the struggle against forms of domination and exploitation have not disappeared. Quite the contrary” (Foucault, 1982: 213). This point about new forms of power requiring updated notions of resistance is made succinctly by Merry (1995) in the context of cultural studies,



The transition from understanding resistance as conscious collective actions such as peasant uprisings to more subtle, unrecognised practices such as foot-dragging, sabotage, subversive songs and challenges to the law’s definition of personal problems…parallels the development of new conceptions of power as produced in social relationships, discourses and institutions…The turn to micro-resistance parallels Foucault’s emphasis on the micro-techniques of power. As power surrounds and infuses every action, the significance of small acts of resistance to these minute forms of power becomes more important (Merry, 1995: 15).



This Foucauldian sensibility seems to have shifted our attention away from class struggle to those subtle micro-practices that do not necessarily aim for ‘revolution’ but nevertheless allow subordinates to construct counter-spheres within forms of domination, change the trajectory of controls and quietly challenge power relations without necessarily leaving them (De Certeau, 1984). This approach to employee



resistance has become increasingly popular in critical organization studies with identity, alternative discourses and quotidian subversions coming to the fore in many accounts of recalcitrance (Knights and McCabe, 2000; Ezzamel, Willmott and Worthington, 2001; Fleming, 2005a and b; Thomas and Davies, 2005). Following the Foucauldian approach, an important aspect of resistance is the creation of alternative identities and discursive systems of representation within the context of broader flows of domination. An important influence on this way of analysing resistance is the application of Foucault’s work by Michel De Certeau in The Practice of Everyday Life (1984). He understood resistance as an everyday tactical process of ‘making do’ with the materials at hand. Resistance from this perspective “insinuates itself into the other’s place, fragmentarily, without taking it over in its entirety, without being able to keep it at a distance” (De Certeau 1984: xix).



From this perspective, resistance involves using domination to create something that was not intended by those in authority. Many examples of this ‘making do’ have been identified in organizations. In the context of commitment and loyalty programmes, workers often re-script the official culture in order to render it absurd or hypocritical (Kondo, 1990; McKinlay and Taylor, 1996). Parker (2002a) has demonstrated how sponsored terms like autonomy, self-management and trust are often turned back on the organization as an instrument of critique: “We are not really allowed to manage our selves. We are not really trusted.” Another example is humorous parody in which employees absorb the dominant discourse in order to implode its legitimacy through ‘sending it up’. . Here, the geography of resistance is one of intimacy rather than distance, as Butler (1997: 34) explains in reference to cynical parody: “parody requires a certain ability to identify, approximate, and draw near; it engages an



intimacy with the position it appropriates that troubles the voice, the bearing, the performitivity of the subject….” A similar idea has been explored in relation to the seditious practice of over-identification; a tactic in which workers resist the discourse of culture management by taking it too seriously and over-identifying with certain norms and beliefs (Fleming and Sewell 2002). A favourite lampooning strategy among unions, for example, is to follow a cultural script to the letter, swiftly shortcircuiting its administrative legitimacy. A kind of cultural working to rule (fixing hundreds of company stickers to your car, or swamping the suggestion box with not entirely useless offerings) may have similar subversive effects.



Other research in this tradition has studied the ways in which employees resist subjugation by creating alternative self-narratives and identities. Quickly attaining classic status here is Dorinne Kondo’s Crafting Selves (1990). In this study of parttime female workers (or patō) in a Japanese confectionary factory she observed employees resisting the oppressive corporate culture by forging alternative discourses about the company. The dominant discourse espoused by management revolved around the concept of uchi no kaish – ‘our company’. This discourse was designed to instill a sense of pride and loyalty among workers and foster an emotional attachment to the firm. However, frontline managers tended to be authoritarian and the wages the women received were low, even by industry standards. Because of the patriarchal nature of the local culture, patō found it difficult to resist in any overt way. They therefore engaged in subjective resistance by expropriating the language and identity of uchi no kaish and turned it back on itself in order to highlight the injustices of organizational life. Kondo writes that,



by paying careful attention, then, to the ways the boundaries of uchi no kaisha are drawn, we can see how workers can give a particular spin to the meanings of such an idiom, wresting it from shachō [company president] and turning it to their advantage, yet creating ironies and contradictions for themselves in doing so (Kondo, 1990: 202).



Kondo’s study attempts to demonstrate that when the identities of employees’ are a predominant control mechanism then this also becomes an important site of resistance. An important aspect of Kondo’s study is the rejection of the notion that authentic real selves underlie acts of resistance. Authentic selves are not projected through resistance but created (also see Fleming, 2005a; Thomas and Davies, 2005). The assumption of a “pristine space of authentic resistance” (Kondo, 1990: 224) erroneously positions subjectivity outside of power. She particularly takes issue with James Scott’s Weapons of the Weak (1985), an influential study of peasant resistance in Malaysia. Scott found that the peasants complied with relations of power on the surface but refused to accept and internalise the ideological justifications asserted from above. He called the resulting internal autonomy a ‘secret transcript’ that was shared among labouring peasants and protected them from the tyrannical class relations. But Kondo rejects Scott’s theory of mental autonomy because it posits a social sphere that is outside of power in which more authentic discourses reside. We are given the impression that resistance is propelled by a pre-existing ego that is the author of its own subjectivity and actions. She compares Scott’s findings to her own:



Scott’s individual who hides the transcript still retains the character of a whole, consciously intentional subject who holds well-informed, uncontradictory opinions



apart from the imposed values of the dominant ideology. The “less authentic” side which comes into play in situations of unequal power is simply a kind of mask, donned for expediencies sake. Nowhere do we find people like my co-workers in contradictions, that they simultaneously resist and reproduce, challenging and reappropriating meanings as they also undermine those challenges (Kondo, 1990: 221).



Following Kondo, the presumption of an autonomous mental space that has informed a whole tradition of radical perspectives on resistance assumes that dissent both emanates from an authentic self (as the agent of resistance) and makes self-liberation its primary raison d’etre. This tautological notion of authenticity also implies a sense of genuineness and purity; an eternal ‘origin’ that is untouched by outside forces, the most recent articulation being Hardt and Negri’s (2000: 157) rather romantic claim that the “poor are god on earth.”



Conclusion Each of the dimensions explored above represents a particular aspect of dissent that might be found in any act of opposition. We have suggested that they map onto the faces of power discussed in the previous chapter, but we do acknowledge the fuzzy nature of such a mapping. This is more a heuristic exercise than a concise relational model. One problem with many of the analyses of resistance described above can be found in the very term resistance; as a metaphor relating to the action and reaction of moving bodies, it assumes that power comes first and then resistance attempts to neutralize that power through refusal, voice, escape and creation. Others have argued that perhaps resistance comes first and then invites further acts of power (Ackroyd and Thompson, 1999), but such a reversal still maintains a linear causal relationship



between power and resistance. The metaphor separates power and resistance into two antagonistic camps that periodically collide when the conditions are ripe. The ‘face’ of power lies between A and B whereby one is detached from the other. Many have theorized about the gravity that locks them in a turbulent embrace, with notions such as dialectics. While the research on this topic has been very valuable in elucidating the politics of organization, we argue that the concept of resistance needs to be transcended if we are to more accurately describe the kinds of conflicts in today’s workplaces. It will be suggested in the next chapter that it is at the interface between power and resistance where the notion ‘struggle’ comes into play.



Chapter Three Struggle in Organizations If there is no struggle there is no progress. Those who profess to favour freedom and yet depreciate agitation… want crops without ploughing up the ground, they want rain without thunder and lightening. They want the ocean without the awful roar of its many waters…. Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it never will (Douglass, 1857/1985: 204).



Our intuitive understanding of power and resistance is rather strange. We often draw a strict contrast between the diabolic world of power and the liberating world of resistance. This division has almost religious dimensions. On one side of the pearly gates is a devilish realm of power where employees are directed by dark-suited overlords. This is Dante’s inferno where sinners are met-out excruciating punishment by a complex hierarchy of devils. On the other side of the pearly gates we have a world of sweetness and light where the emancipated employees frolic in a corporate playground overflowing with opportunities for naughtiness.



Like most intuitive understandings, this stark contrast between power and resistance is naïve. It is a bedtime story of baddies (presumably the powerful manager) and goodies (presumably the oppressed worker). In such stories the baddies are always unfailingly bad and will not cease to exercise their diabolic power to achieve their dastardly plans. The freedom fighting goodie will of course be resolutely good and endeavour to further their noble struggle at every turn. But like any bedtime story, this is not the stuff of real social relationships, which are marked by ambiguity and ambivalence. Those in positions of power also resist. For instance, managers may subtly sabotage a corporate initiative (Berger and Zald, 1978). And those who resist



need to mobilize power in order to do so (Collinson, 1992). Power and resistance are closely knitted together in complex ways.



Because the last two chapters have treated power and resistance as separate entities, now we must investigate the relationship between them. The metaphor of ‘resistance’ relies upon a Newtonian image of natural moving bodies. First there is an action (power) followed by a reaction (resistance). The closer we look at this relationship, however, the more dynamic and co-dependent it becomes. For example, Weber’s defined power as “the probability that one actor within a social relationship will be in a position to carry out his own will despite resistance” (Weber, 1978: 53, emphasis added). Here we notice that power is viewed as an attempt to overcome resistance that is already present. Power is viewed as a response to resistance or even a response to the response. The nature of this dynamic was debated in some detail in the 1980’s. Hindess (1982) argued, for example, that power should not be seen as the ability of certain agents to overcome a relatively weak party despite some resistance. Rather, power relations ought to be viewed as an ongoing and mutually implicated interplay between subordinates and superordinates. Building on this argument, Barbalet (1985) claims that resistance might actually shape these power relations. These approaches suggest that instead of having two diametrically opposed worlds of good and evil, organizations are more like a chiaroscuro of power and resistance whereby ‘light’ and ‘dark’ play off each through mixture, contrast and blurring.



In this chapter we aim to develop a more robust and nuanced conceptualization of this dynamic in organizations by introducing the term ‘struggle’. This concept has been well used in disparate groups of literature. By developing it in the context of critical



organization theory, however, we suggest that it may better help us understand the complex and ambiguous interface between power and resistance in workplaces today. This notion will then form the backdrop for the chapters that follow.



The Power-Resistance Dynamic In recognizing the intertwined nature of power and resistance, we can shift the focus from separate entities to a more complex ‘power-resistance’ dynamic in which different forms of power evoke certain types of resistance and vice versa. We can see this dynamic in relation to the dimensions of power/resistance discussed in Chapter One and Chapter Two. Direct refusal by an employee to work on a project is met with more coercive expressions of control, such as an unambiguous command or being escorted from the building by a security guard. An attempt to voice unpalatable political issues is met by further efforts to manipulate the agenda in order to exclude them before the discussion begins. Acts of organizational escape are met by further internalized forms of domination relating to guilt, family values and sentiments of trust. And the creation of counter-identities is met with a more carefully orchestrated programme of cultural subjection. Indeed, as Mumby (2005) argues, the study of resistance should not focus on “the bow (an ostensible act of obeisance to power) nor the fart (a covert act of resistance to power) but rather on the ways in which these intersect in the moment to produce complex and often contradictory dynamics of control and resistance” (Mumby, 2005: 21).



Careful studies of the interplay of power-resistance certainly provide a rich and more nuanced picture of organizational life. Instead of two sharply contrasting images of heavenly resistance and hellish power, the power-resistance couplet is considered in a



more earthly light of political purgatory. But although the notion of ‘dynamic’ emphasises the intertwined nature of power and resistance, they are still assumed to be ultimately distinct. Indeed, as a result of holding onto this analytical dividing line, we are tempted to try and decide which actions are resistance and which are power. Recent research has shown that teasing out the two can become a very difficult task when faced with current political situations. With the prima facie obliteration of class politics in many Western countries, shareholder attacks on managerial ranks and the emergence of new social movements based around consumerism and non-work issues, the once black-and-white vista of the controlled and controllers is difficult to retain.



This uncertainty, we suggest, derives from three assumptions that still remain in much of the literature exploring power and resistance in work organizations. First is the assumption that power and resistance are epistemologically distinct phenomena. This means that it is possible to know the differences between power and resistance and identify them in empirical settings. But there is difficulty here, as Kondo (1990) most notably argued in her study of a Japanese confectionary manufacturer. She maintained that the power of resistance and resistance of power infused the relation of domination between the factory patriarch and female employees. Indeed, the power to re-script the dominant narratives in the factory in a manner that provided limited freedom actually fuelled the control desired by the manager. Kondo (1990) suggests that what we conceptualise as resistance could easy be termed as power and vice versa – the epistemological distinction involves slippage and overlap to such an extent that they fall in on each other.



Deriving from the first, a second assumption underlying much power-resistance research is that the two terms are ontologically distinct. While we may recognize that our academic concepts are not exactly accurate in identifying the forces underpinning power and resistance, there is still a ‘real world’ out there that entails these two forces. Otherwise, why would we even choose to research how the powerful control the powerless? Although we also assume that there is a very strong reality in which some enjoy and receive more privileges and control than others, the empirical dynamic of power and resistance relations remains scrambled. As we will argue in later chapters, resistance may involve forms of power that facilitates domination at other points in power/resistance relations. Power wielded by management may involve forms of resistance that are then used to fuel the power of subordinates. Due to the commonality of mechanisms between ‘power’ and ‘resistance’, it seems difficult to keep them ontologically separate.



Faced with this difficulty of separating power and resistance as epistemological and ontological entities, some have sought to claim they are politically and ethically distinct categories (Fleming, 2006). Here we turn to structures first, and then explore the ensuing dynamics of power-resistance within this frame. By identifying a certain group as powerful and another group as resistors, we are able to make a political intervention that gives legitimacy to an oppressed political group and furthers their struggle for emancipation. Indeed, as Spivak (1996) argues, even the most tyrannical technocrat is a victim of sorts, but we would not want to compare their victim-hood to the most impoverished in society. This is certainly a defensible position that recognises the broader political context of micro-politics in work organizations. But the danger here is that when we identify the ‘powerless’ we reinforce a simplistic



stereotype that romanticises subordinate groups. In doing this we may miss the politically regressive aspects of some forms of resistance among the powerless (such as the homophobia discussed in Chapter Five), and the progressive elements of the politically dominant. Moreover, by assigning social roles in this way we might further embed the sense of powerlessness and hopelessness associated with resistance. It is no wonder that small communities, for example, would feel disempowered and radical action pointless when all they could do was simply ‘resist’ a significantly more ‘powerful’ force.



So, given these persistent problems with the concepts of power and resistance, we suggest that the term struggle may provide a supplementary vocabulary that can further our understandings of this complex relationship. In doing so, we do not want to jettison the terms power and resistance. They remain very useful, but at a deeper level (dirtied by the vagaries of empirical situations, perhaps) we think that ‘struggle’ captures a more nuanced and ambivalent reality.



The Concept of Struggle The word struggle suggests a highly antagonistic situation. For example, we talk of two children struggling over a toy that they both long for. We talk about two companies locked in a struggle to dominate a market. There is also the struggle of a colonised group to gain their independence from their colonial masters. Women struggle for equal rights and opportunities. We talk about an individual’s struggle for justice. And we might even talk about struggles with ourselves when faced with a moral dilemma or major decision. Each of these expressions of the idea of struggle reveals the intimate, existential and wide-ranging elements of the phenomenon. But,



what exactly is meant by the term struggle? More specifically, how can the concept of struggle help us understand the dynamic interplay between power and resistance in contemporary workplaces? In order to address these questions and make our argument, we shall now investigate some theories of struggle that have appeared in social and political thought.



If we return to the power debates, we notice that struggle forms the foundation of modern approaches to power. The work of Niccolò Machiavelli (1515/1997, 1517/1983) is replete with images of struggle between the Prince and his subjects, the Prince and other Princes, and the Prince and other members of the nobility. Machiavelli presents a world where actors are “ungrateful, fickle, false, cowardly, covetous, and as long as you succeed they are yours entirely; they will offer you their blood, property, life and children, as is said above, when the need is far distant; but when it approaches they turn against you” (Machiavelli, 1515/1997, Chapter 17). Political life involves the constant attempt by egocentric actors to advance their interests, often at the expense of others. The result is that politics is a space where mutually mistrusting actors are consistently locked in a struggle for political advantage that is not bound by any external reference points, save the constant calculation of power. We also find images of struggle at the heart of Thomas Hobbes’ (1651/1985) theory of the modern state. Hobbes (Chapter 13) argues that people are largely equal in physical and mental abilities, but tend to over-value their own ability vis-à-vis the ability of others. This gives rise to a situation where an actor will seek to use their abilities in order to obtain a resource they desire from another person. Because of the limited nature of these resources, actors begin to fear attack from others, they seek to pre-empt an attack on their own interests and life through



consolidating their power. During this time there are no human institutions outside of mutual struggle, ‘a state of nature’ reigns whereby the only important dynamic is perpetual contestation. Hobbes points out that people desire an escape from this state of consistent war and voluntarily submit their power to a sovereign who will guarantee them order and life. What interests us is that the ground zero of politics for Hobbes is a situation of mutual, interlocked fierce struggle. Law and order is only something that comes after the fact to prevent its negative effects (Chapters 14 – 17). For Machiavelli and Hobbes, struggle forms the very basis of political life.



While Machiavelli and Hobbes demonstrate the foundational nature of struggle in political life, they were less specific about the inter-relationships involved in this struggle. This task fell to Hegel to demonstrate how struggle occurs between two subjects. The subjects involved are not independent entities who clash. Rather, they are mutually dependent on their opponent in struggle for their own sense of being. Perhaps nowhere is this better explicated than in Hegel’s (1807/2005: IVa) famous discussion of the master and slave. Hegel investigates the process through which we come to be conscious of ourselves. Instead of this being a process of exploring ourselves and gradually revealing what is there, Hegel argues that we come to know who we are through a struggle with another person: “Self consciousness exists in itself and for itself, in that, and by the fact that it exists for another self-consciousness; that is to say, it is only by being acknowledged or recognized” (Hegel, 1807/2005: 229). Here, he argues that our own sense of who we are can only be found in the interaction with another person. For Hegel, the nature of this interaction with another person is struggle. He notes that two individuals enter into a ‘life-and-death struggle’ to ‘bring their certainty of themselves, the certainty of being for themselves, to the



level of objective truth’. This life and death struggle is exemplified by the antagonism between the powerful Lord and the dependent Bondsman. The Lord feels that they are independent of the Bondsman because they have control over them and can tell them what to do. In contrast the Bondman experiences themselves as dependent upon the Master because they are often simply an extension of the Master’s wishes. Hegel shows us that both these figures, at least initially, are dependent on the other for their sense of who they are. The Master would not be a Master without the Bondsman to recognize them as such and do their biddings. Similarly, the Bondsman would not have an identity without the recognition and fear experienced in the face of their Master. Hegel goes even further by noting that the Bondsman has a relationship independent of their relationship with the Master, namely the relationship with the object of her work. It is through this struggle with the object of work that the Bondsman develops a sense of recognition and self-consciousness that is independent of the Master. The central point we can take from Hegel’s argument about the relationship between the Master and the Bondsman is that each of these figures only exists to the extent that they stand in relation to one another. Hegel shows us how through the political struggle between two actors (whether they are individuals or social collectives) each group gains their sense of identity and existence. This suggests that actors do not just arrive on the scene and then engages in struggle, but develop a sense of themselves as actors through the very process of struggle.



The vital nature of struggle in any social relationship was picked up by George Simmel (1955). In much of the early sociological thought struggle was thought to be a disruption or break down of sociality and organization. To put this crudely, the more struggle, the less sociality. However, Simmel suggests the opposite; Kampf (which is



translated as conflict, but also means struggle) “is a way of achieving some kind of unity, even though it may be through the annihilation of one of the conflicting parties” (Simmel, 1955: 13). For Simmel struggle is a vital ingredient of social reality because a completely harmonious social situation is “not only empirically unreal, it could show no real life process” (Simmel, 1955: 13). Like Machiavelli and Hobbes’ before him, Simmel argues that “natural hostility as a form or basis of human relations appear at least side by side with their other basis, sympathy” (Simmel, 1955: 28). Instead of treating struggle as the opposite of sociality, Simmel argues that struggle plays at least three vital social roles. First, struggle gives an actor a sense of agency. By engaging in struggle, an actor is reminded that they are not merely slaves of circumstance. This ultimately builds self-esteem and conviction that an actor can indeed act upon the world and make a difference. Second, struggle often promotes social interaction within a group. This is because “one unites in order to fight, and one fights under the mutually recognised control of rules and norms” (Simmel, 1955: 35). For instance, it is often reported that an organization under the threat of a takeover by a corporate raider will have less social disputes within the organization. Finally, struggle paradoxically promotes social interaction with the group one struggles with. For instance, if one department of an organization is in fierce competition with another, then they are more likely to copy and mimic each other than if they are completely alien to one another. The central insight we can take from Simmel is that struggle not only constructs how an actor understands himself or herself, but also deepens social relations between actors. For Simmel, the very bonds of sociality and perhaps even our confidence as social actors are produced through, by, and within struggle.



A common image of struggle is that it is a destructive process that actors pursue for individual gain, often resulting in mutual destruction. Indeed, this image of struggle appears throughout Simmel’s book on the subject. However, a tradition of late 19th and early 20th century thought reminds us that struggle is not only destructive, but it is also a vital force of creativity and development. Probably the foundational insight here can be located in Karl Marx’s theory of social class. According to Marx and Engels, society was driven forward by the struggle between social classes. They famously declared in the Communist Manifesto (1848) that:



The history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles. Freeman and slave, patrician and plebeian, lord and serf, guild-master and journeyman, in a word, oppressor and oppressed, stood in constant opposition to one another, carried on an uninterrupted, now hidden, now open fight, a fight that each time ended, either in a revolutionary reconstitution of society at large, or in the common ruin of the contending classes (Marx, 1848: 2).



This creative dynamism is a theme that has been developed in countless studies of class struggle. Perhaps most notable for our purposes is E. P. Thompson’s (1967) historical study that maps how various trades were able to constitute themselves as a single identifiable class through the development of a working class identity and ‘class consciousness’ during the eighteenth century. What is so interesting about this study is that it demonstrates the creative pressure of social struggle. Thompson shows how through their struggle with the appearance of early capitalist industries, the working class were able to create an identity, a way of life and a whole series of institutions like clubs, trade unions, political parties and religious movements.



At the heart of the creative dynamics of struggle is communication. Indeed, it is the mutual communication of at least two actors that creates new possibilities and potentialities. We find this point made in the philosophy of Karl Jaspers (1932/1970). For Jaspers, our being is always in relation to other people. Our sense of who we are only comes into existence when we confront another person and open ourselves to this person through engaging in meaningful communication with them. The fact that we communicate with them opens up the possibility and necessity of difference. That is, the other person will and should call our claims, ideas and even identity consistently into question. Perhaps struggle is central to our very being because “I cannot be without bringing (struggle) upon myself. There is no way in which I might hold back, since by merely existing I take part in (struggles) constitution” (Jaspers, 1932/1970: 204). Jaspers argues that we engage in three kinds of successive struggles, each of which build upon each other. First, we struggle for our bodily existence where we attempt to secure our own biological life through expanding our ‘living space’. Second, we engage in a struggle for the agon of minds which involves the process of debate, discussion and questioning ideas. This struggle for Jaspers is the ‘font of creativity’. The third is what Jaspers calls ‘the loving struggle’ which involves the continuous process of two people putting “each other totally in doubt, so as to get at the roots by way of truth resulting from inexorable mutual illumination” (Jaspers, 1932/1970: 205). The important point for us at this stage is that at the heart of the process of struggle is the process of increasingly frank communication between two people.



The relationship between communication and struggle is further developed by Jaspers’ erstwhile student and life-long friend Hannah Arendt (1958, 1970). As we



explored in Chapter One, Arendt suggests power comes from our ability to act in concert. For her, “power is never the property of the individual; it belongs to a group and remains in existence only so long as the group keeps together. When we say of somebody that he is ‘in power’ we actually refer to his being empowered by a certain number of people to act in their name. The moment the group, from which the power originated to begin with (potestas in populo, without a people or group there is no power), disappears, ‘his power’ also vanishes” (Arendt, 1970: 137). While Arendt is clearly using the concept of power here rather than struggle, she puts the idea of struggle right at the centre of what power means. For her, power is only the outcome of a group coming together and communicating. Power is the result of a communicative struggle. In the Human Condition (1970), politics is action taken to re-organize the relations between people through speech, and perhaps more precisely debate. In her study of totalitarianism, Arendt suggests that when the spaces for actors to engage in communicative struggle are closed down, power begins to drain away and is replaced with hollow brute force. Her investigation of revolution demonstrates how revolt springs up when actors withdraw their communicative struggles from existing institutions. Like Jaspers, Hannah Arendt argues that struggle is first and foremost about communication.



The function of this communicative struggle is a theme picked up by Pierre Bourdieu (1983) in a remarkable and dense essay that showcases some components of his vibrant social theory. Bourdieu argues that what he calls ‘symbolic struggles’ involves the attempt to change and order our perceptions of the social world. This entails a process of what Bourdieu (drawing on Goodman [1978]) calls ‘world-making’. This occurs when we apply particular schemes of classification onto the world that



distinguishes one group from another. This happens through ‘objective’ and collective representations such as the official naming of a group, granting of titles or even official displays of strength and size (for instance through a protest). It may also occur through more ‘subjective’ or individualized processes whereby classification schemes are actively used, mobilized and negotiated on a daily level through insults . . . gossip, slander and innuendo (Bourdieu, 1983). At the heart of any struggle is not just communication, but a communication which classifies people and things into particular social categories and provides an evaluation of these categories. His empirical masterpiece Distinctions (Bourdieu, 1984) demonstrates how this process operates in class relations. The book identifies the categories of tastes used by actors to position themselves in broad class structures. For instance, light and dainty food is often used by the upper classes to distinguish their ‘fine tastes’ whereas hearty, heavier food is used by peasants and the working classes to distinguish their ‘earthliness’. Therefore, “the struggle over classification is a fundamental dimension of class struggle. The power to impose and inculcate a vision of divisions, that is, the power to make visible and explicit social divisions that are implicit, is political power par excellence. It is the power to make groups, to manipulate the objective structure of society” (Bourdieu, 1983: 23).



The preceding analysis has identified six definitive features of struggle. First, struggle lies at the heart of political change. This directly contrasts with the common assumption that struggle represents stalemate and deadlock. Second, struggle constitutes the self-consciousness of the actors involved. This contrasts with the common assumption that actors arrive to the struggle with predefined ideas about what they want and who they are. Third, struggle produces the sociality of actors in



terms of their ability to relate with themselves (what we might call self-esteem), their ability to relate with their own groups, and their ability to socialize between groups. This contrasts with the common assumption that struggle leads to the breakdown of sociality. Fourth, struggle is creative in that it produces new identities, institutions and social arrangements. This contrasts with the assumption that struggle is a destructive and inimical force. Fifth, struggle occurs through communicative action. This contrasts with the assumption that struggle represents the breakdown of communication.



Finally,



communicative



struggle



involves



a



process



of



categorization. This contrasts with the idea that struggle results in the distortion and/or contradiction of social categories.



Rethinking Power and Resistance as Struggle Now that we have systematically unpacked the concept of struggle, we can now return to the issue of power and resistance. We want to suggest that the dynamic that we have identified above between power and resistance can be understood as a single process we call struggle. To put this another way, power and resistance are manifestations of a more basic and fundamental process of struggle. As we have seen in Hannah Arendt’s political thought, power is the result of processes of communicative struggles. When these struggles disappear, so too does power and simple tyranny prevails. Similarly, resistance is also a manifestation of deeper processes of struggle. It also springs forth from the collective, communicative struggle that Arendt depicts. Less grandiose forms of ‘micro-resistance’ also rely on the same kind of collective communicative interaction and classification. Indeed, Scott’s (1985) study of the various forms of ‘infra-politics’ (or underground



resistance) amongst repressed groups shows that these modes of resistance always flow from collective communication and tactic-building on the part of subordinates.



In the context of organizations, we treat struggle as a multi-dimensional dynamic that animates the interface between power and resistance. This is a process of ongoing, multiple and unpredictable calls (power) and responses (resistance) in which power and resistance are often indistinguishable. The interface is one of mutual constitution in which power is never without resistance and vice versa. As a social engagement, struggle entails political change, communication and categorization, constitutive selfconsciousness and creativity. We can identify struggle in the various forms of power and resistance relationships discussed in Chapters One and Two. In these chapters we identified four couplets of power and resistance: coercive power and resistance as refusal, manipulative power and resistance as voice, dominative power and resistance as escape, subjectivity power and resistance as creation. Instead of seeing each couplet of power and resistance as opposing forces, they can be approached as fundamentally interconnected forms of struggle. Let us work through each of these couplets and identify the type of struggle animating each.



Coercion and refusal The couplet of coercion and refusal is underpinned by a fundamental struggle around action. The focus of this struggle is the ‘doing’ of the imperative that A communicates to B. It corresponds with Dahl’s (1958) investigation of observable actions and decisions regarding ‘what is to be done’. An analysis of this kind of struggle would analyze the interplay of force and blockage evoked when one is directed to do something that they would otherwise not have done. A simple example



of this kind of struggle in the workplace is the fight over carrying out a task in a certain manner (see Chapter Eight). The activity might either not be undertaken, or done in a different manner to that which was intended by A. Each intervention communicates a political statement and creates a certain creative tension that constitutes identities and social rituals.



Manipulation and voice The couplet concerning manipulation and voice is underpinned by the more fundamental struggle around inactivity. This is because the focus of this struggle is on what is not to be done, and may involve the imposition of voice as an intervention that disrupts the systematic silencing of issues. This corresponds with Bachrach and Baratz’s (1962) emphasis on issues that are rendered non-decisions. An investigation struggles around inactivity (as it is played out through manipulation and voice) highlights how certain actions are made impossible and how this ‘impossibility’ may be reconstituted as an option if voicing politics is successful (see Chapter Seven). A simple example of this mode of struggle is the various attempts to ensure employees do not deviate from a standard related to Total Quality Management protocols and the ways employees may speak up about such manipulation in union-management meetings.



Domination and escape Domination and escape is underpinned by a more fundamental struggle around interests. The focus of this struggle are the goals of action. This corresponds with Lukes (1974/2005) focus on the distortion of interests. An analysis of struggle around interests identifies the ways in which groups try and change the goals we aim to



achieve when we act (or do not act). In the struggle over interests, parties are constituted as political subjects, just as the self-consciousness of management and workers is created when conflict arises over change initiatives. A simple example of this struggle in the contemporary workplace concerns the promotion of goals like ‘being loyal to the company and customer’ through culture management and the escape attempts employees use to avoid subjective identification (see Chapter Four).



Subjectification and creation The couplet of subjectification and creation is underlined by a more fundamental struggle around identity. The focus of this struggle is on who controls the means of identity construction in the confines of the workplace (and beyond as we shall see in Chapter Six). This corresponds with Foucault’s (1979) investigation of the construction of subjectivity and the types of identity-politics that form in relation to power. An analysis of struggle around identity examines how managerial discourses of enterprise and empowerment attempt to constitute our selfhood in order to make us more amenable to the post-industrial organization (see Chapter Five). An investigation of this sort identifies the contested nature of identity management, and how the process of struggle allows alternative counter-selves to emerge. We treat each mode of struggle as flexible conceptual constructs that are not meant to be mutually exclusive. But they describe a more complex set of relationships that animate the dynamic between ‘power and resistance’. Studies will often find various mixtures and connections between these modes, or a situation where one form of struggle is dominant. For instance, so-called knowledge work may be heavily characterized by struggles around identity (Sveningsson and Alvesson, 2003). In contrast, certain types of repetitive manufacturing work may be more characterized by



the struggle around action and non-action (Braverman, 1974), or perhaps even interests (Burawoy, 1979). We will describe in the forthcoming chapters how these (and other struggles) may be ‘stacked’ on top of each other in contradictory and unpredictable ways. There may be cases where one mode of struggle will take centre stage, while other potential struggles remain a latent influence. Moreover, a struggle around one dimension such as economic interests may influence other dimensions of politics in unintended and sometimes self-defeating ways. In Chapter Five we will show how struggles with sexual identity and economic interests can confound each. The ‘progressive’ politics of workers striving to address economic inequality involved a rather ‘regressive’ identity politics of homophobia. There may be attempts to form strategic links between struggles – this is evident in situations where one group has an advantageous position because they are able to connect a number of struggles in a mutually supporting fashion (see Chapter Eight). For instance, the labour movement at the height of its powers was able to link together struggles around what is done (such as the allocation of jobs in a factory), what is not to be done (shifting the boundaries of what was thinkable in the work-relationship), interests (by aligning workers interests with the union), and identities (by constructing a common workers identity). Actors may also attempt to shift the ground of struggle to gain strategic advantages. For instance, a development manager may find that her struggle to get employees to identify with the company is failing, so she shifts the basis of struggle away from identity towards interests and goals (Fleming, 2005a).



Dynamic Cycles of Struggle The most significant aspect of struggle is the fact that it is an ongoing, live, tense and overwhelmingly dynamic social process. Thus it is not sufficient to only identify what struggle is, what modes of struggle exist, and how these modes of struggle relate to one another. To have a proper understanding of workplace struggle it is vital to consider how it unfolds, and what the temporal dynamics of engaging in struggle are. Clearly any empirical analysis of struggle will reveal a panoply of different tactics. Such tactics might involve attempts, within a given strategically configured relation of struggle, to gain a temporary advantage (De Certeau, 1984). For instance, in the struggle over an action, a group may use a whole range of tactics such as judiciously following the rules of the workplace to temporarily blocking or slowing down the organizational process through which an action will occur. We should note that such tactics are not only used by dominated or less powerful groups. Rather, tactics are the stuff of all political struggles and used by both the powerful and the powerless. Indeed, those who are particularly good at engaging in political struggle are also particularly good tacticians.



While this tactical aspect of struggle is vital, what is perhaps even more important for our purposes is the kind of cycle of interaction evident during a struggle. Because any struggle is a two way process that involves a dynamic of give and take, particular cycles arise. These cycles occur through a process of mutual reinforcement whereby an initial action on the part of one actor will provoke a certain response on the part of another, which will then be responded to in a particular way and so on. This is particularly clear in the case of labour disputes where the action (say, management changing working conditions) is responded to by the union (through a threatened



strike), which is responded to by management (through the hardening of their position), which then provokes a reaction from the union (calling its members out to strike). In what follows we would like to identify some possible dynamics of struggle.



Destructive Struggle Perhaps the most obvious dynamic of struggle is the destructive one. This involves a situation where the actors involved in the struggle seek to destroy their opponents through absolute victory. The struggle becomes a kind of zero sum process whereby one person’s gain is another’s loss. This is what Karl Jaspers calls struggle by force. It is “coercive, limiting, oppressive, and conversely space-making: in this struggle I may succumb and lose my existence” (Jaspers, 1932/1970: 206). For Jasper’s there are two possible reactions when we are locked in this kind of struggle. The first is simply disgust and absolute rejection of the struggle and all the various gains it brings us. This involves ‘non-resistance’ and giving up on politics. This would mean we would be swayed by the smallest and most base demands that others make upon us. The result according to Jaspers is self-destruction because we give up on the struggle which actually calls us into being in both an existential sense and a more basic material sense. The second option that Jaspers identifies in the destructive struggle is an utter ‘will to power’. This involves the enthusiastic grasping the instruments of power and engaging in a ceaseless fight for the eventual victory over all. This absolute struggle, “would end with a lone destroyer or conqueror of all the rest. He (sic) would not know what to do with his limitless conquests: he has a task only while he has something to crush. The tendency to rule or ruin everything, to remove all limitations on one’s own power, consistently ends in despair at having no one to fight anymore” (Jaspers, 1932/1970: 209). The result of a destructive struggle is therefore



either utter victory or annihilation. While such a cycle of struggle is most vividly portrayed in the case of war, it occurs frequently within organizations. For instance, particularly bitter battles between unions and management are sometimes based on attempts by one group to utterly annihilate the other (such as in de-unionization drives). Similarly, a struggle between two senior managers for the position of chief executive officer may frequently lead to the complete destruction of one candidate. Perhaps the most extreme example of this battle can be found in Gibson Burrell’s (1997) argument that organizations function on the principle of basic destruction and always terminate in death.



Resentful Struggle The second cycle of struggle is the dynamic of resentment. In contrast to destructive struggle, those involved in this dynamic do not give up on the possibility of resistance or aim to utterly annihilate their foe. Rather, they seek to show their unhappiness at being dominated, to express their dissatisfaction and drag their feet. In short, they want to show their resentment. Nowhere is this better illustrated than in Scott’s (1990) study of forms of underground resistance amongst peasant workers. The forms of resistance which Scott documents in this study rarely pose a wide-scale challenge to the system of domination. They are merely attempts to make the conditions of domination more tolerable and give the oppressed a sense of control and perhaps to open small spaces of freedom. However, this ultimately locks these self-same resistors into a kind of sick dependence upon the dominant group. By only going so far, subordinates are only able to express their resentment towards a system of domination. When locked in this cycle of resentment, they are patently unable to fundamentally change the kinds of politics they are involved in (Brown, 1995). This



means that they become locked into what Nietzsche calls the ‘slave mentality’ – that is the wish and even desire to have someone dominate us. Through being dominated, subordinates are afforded the illicit joys and pleasure of being resentful, the ability to ‘bitch and moan’ about the state of affairs, while at the same time not seeking to actually changing these. Indeed, why should they, for by giving up their resentment, they would abandon the (albeit limited) sense of dignity and agency given to them by the fact they can ‘see through the lies’ (Sloterdijk, 1987). Further more, they would give up their own sense of identity as ‘one of the oppressed’. This would bring forth an uncertain world where we would have to take responsibility for our own struggle and our perpetuation of it. We would be required to make a decision to be absolutely passive (and accept any form of domination) or adopt the attitude of being absolutely against – whereby we would seek to ceaselessly fight and destroy our enemies.



Loving Struggle Are passivity, destruction or resentment the only dynamic associated with struggle? No, according to Jaspers (1932/1970). He identifies another form of struggle which he calls ‘the loving struggle’. For Jaspers (1932/1970: 206), “a loving struggle is nonviolent, jeopardizing without a will to win, solely with a will to manifestation”. At the centre of the loving struggle is the recognition our opponent has the right to exist. The loving struggle involves the attempt to affirm, extend and glorify each actor’s existence through the mutual and consistent process of calling our partner into question. It is through this process of questioning (and being called into question) that we come to know ourselves and know our partner in struggle. This mutual calling into question ‘extends’ each actor and the struggle more generally. In this struggle, “there is no victory or defeat for one side; both win or lose jointly . . . the fight is possible



only as one simultaneously struggle against both the other and myself” (Jaspers, 1932/1970: 213). Indeed, this process involves struggling with someone rather than against them. The example Jaspers intuitively relies on is long-term intellectual friendship or perhaps even a ‘good marriage’ where each partner consistently calls the other into question in an affirmative and expansive fashion, in a way that is not destructive or resentful. Indeed, examples of this affirmative struggle are replete in organizations too. For instance, a research and development team may struggle with each other and their materials during the development process. In amidst this struggle their own ideas about each other and themselves are consistently called into question. Similarly, a union and management may struggle with each other to develop a just and productive employment relationship. The point in each example is that these relationships are not based on absolute agreement. And the nature of struggle is not resignation, destruction or resentment but a process of mutual affirmation where relations are created and moulded.



Conclusion This chapter has aimed to develop a more complex and dynamic approach to the power/resistance couplet by proposing the notion of struggle as a supplementary concept. It has not been our intention to dismiss the current terms of power and resistance, for we will continue to use them through out this book. We do suggest, however, that the notion of struggle points to a different level of complexity, in which a dynamic interplay between cross-cutting forces comes to the fore in the analysis of workplace politics. As such, some forms of resistance might be best termed ‘power’ and, similarly, some types of power might be called ‘resistance’. We have identified how struggle involves a dynamic process or interplay between superordinates and



subordinates that actually defines the parties involved. Moreover, struggle may be for, against or with and opponent, a distinction that gives each struggle a definitive flavour. In the chapters that follow, we will provide a number of illustrative examples of struggle at work in organizations. These examples range from the subterranean micro-politics of employee cynicism and humour, to the more wide-ranging actions of a new social movement protesting about the commercialization of a public broadcaster. Each chapter will empirically elaborate on the notion of struggle, but also provide additional theoretical background, especially in relation to justice – a key concept that we feel is important for understanding everyday expressions of struggle in workplaces today. Finally, what we found striking about Jaspers (1932/1970) notion of struggle is that it is not something we can escape from. Rather, struggle is at the very heart of being human and is therefore a ceaseless aspect of political life. As we will maintain in the concluding chapter, we are undecided on this point. Is struggle something that will always be with us, or should we take a ‘utopian risk’ and imagine a time when struggle in organizations is no longer required?



Notes



Introduction



1. There a number of other excellent introductions to the issue of power and politics that the reader might like to consult. Among the best over-views are Pfeffer (1981, 1992), Clegg (1979, 1989), Clegg, Coupasson and Philips (2006).



Chapter One



1. Surprisingly there has never been a strong tradition of normative theories of power in organization. This means that there are often veiled assumptions about what is the most desirable means of organizing power. These veiled assumptions are rarely systematically subjected to reasoned analysis. However, a number of contributions have sought to address this shortcoming by applying normative political philosophy to the organization of power. Examples of this work include neo-marxist theories of emancipation (Alvesson and Willmott, 1992) and liberal theories of bureaucracy (Armbruster, 2003).



2. The argument that power may be multifaceted and have a number of ‘faces’ was first suggested by Bachrach and Baratz (1962) in their response to Robert Dahl’s theory of power. The concept of faces was subsequently used in Steven Lukes’ (1974/2005) classic Power: A radical perspective as well as other subsequent reviews of the field of power such as Hardy and Leiba-O’Sullivan (1997). The concept of ‘faces’ of power has also recently been called into question by Hayward (2002).



3. Dahl’s theory of power is considerably influenced by Max Weber. This can be seen in Weber’s definition of power as “the probability that one actor within a social relationship will be in a position to carry out his own will despite resistance” (Weber, 1957: 152). This definition informed a stream of foundational studies of power including Laswell and Kaplan (1950), Simon (1953) and Polsby (1960). Most mainstream approaches use this understanding of power. Indeed foundational work on personality factors (Schein, 1977), skills (Thompson, 1956), resource dependency (Pfeffer and Salanick, 1974) and uncertainty (Hickson, Hinings, Less, Schneck and Pennings, 1971) all define power using Dahl’s terms.



4. We should note that when these threats are acted upon in the form of physical aggression, they no longer constitute a form of power. Instead, they become mere violence. Hannah Arendt (1970) points out that we should draw a sharp distinction between power that relies on ‘acting in concert’ and violence, which is direct physical coercion. She argues that physical violence is not a particularly sustainable way of maintaining control over a population because it requires constant and bloody action. Power in contrast can continue to influence the behaviour of a population, even when it remains a veiled threat. Some commentators have noted however, that power is often bolstered and backed up with the looming threat of physical violence. For instance, Giddens (1985) points out that the power of the state is maintained through its monopoly over the use of violence.



5. Weber’s understanding of power as a feature of formal structural positions is reflected in subsequent work on hierarchy by Fayol (1949), Gouldner (1954), Blau (1965) and Pugh, Hickson, Hinings and Turner (1968).



Chapter Two



1. For some reviews of resistance in organizations see Zald and Berger (1978), Edwards, Collinson and Della Rocca (1995), Ackroyd and Thompson (1999), Morrill, Zald, and Rao (2003) and Fleming (2005a).



2. This paragraph draws on joint work with Steffen Böhm.
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